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Abstract As cylinder pressure sensors now is assumed to get closer to mass production the information that is needed for accurate feedback control of the spark ignition engine soon might be available. Information from the in-cylinder pressure will provide almost full information about the combustion state in the spark ignition combustion engine. Such information can be utilized for a more accurate combustion control cylinder specific. A more accurate control system will increase the efficiency and decrease the emissions from the engine. The fuel consumption and emissions of an engine is getting more and more important, and as time progresses harder restrictions and higher fuel price will force the development of more fuel efficient and environmental friendly engines. The increasing complexity of engines puts stress on the engine calibration process. In the future the number of affecters in the engine system and the stricter emissions laws will make the engine calibration a very difficult matter. The need for feedback engine control systems is hence immediate. This study evaluates two different methods of controlling the spark advance used in a normal spark ignition engine. The two different methods are developed and implemented in the engine control unit. Engine tests are performed and the performance of the two different control methods is evaluated. Data is presented in different operation points using feedback control as well as data using fix settings for comparison. Things like impact of variable valve timing, emissions output torque and knock are examined and explained. From the experiences gained in the implementation and validation of the control systems conclusions can be made about which considerations that has to be made when developing a feedback control system for use in production engine. To develop a good control strategy the spark advance control cannot be designed without concerning about the variable valve timing. This since the valve timing affects the desired spark. The experiences and ideas that is obtained while performing this task is discussed and ideas about the best way of implementing a multi variable control system that performs control of the variable valve timing system as well as the spark advance. The optimization that such a system would have to perform is explained and a method is described.
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1 Introduction 1.1 Background Due to the need to make cars more environmentally friendly and more fuel efficient industry needs a more accurate control strategy for the engine control. Since cylinder pressure sensors (CPS) are getting closer mass production the sensor needed in order to control the engine more accurate soon may be available . This in combination with the fact that engine control units (ECU) in vehicles are getting faster gives the industry the possibility to implement engine control in completely new ways. This is absolutely necessary since the development of spark ignition combustion engine (SI engine) recent days has made the engine very complex with variable valve timing (VVT) on both intake and exhaust valves and variable intake length for example. This many degrees of freedom of the engine make the method of controlling using fix values depending on the speed and load of the engine, which normally is used very difficult to implement. The need of a more intelligent control system is therefore not only of environmental nature, many man-years can be saved in the process of calibrating the engine when new. This is a complex time staking work that takes a lot of skill and “know how”. A “ready to go” control system may eliminate the time staking process of estimating the values of all parameters in the laboratory, and a new engine can be developed using less time and hence less money.



1.2 Problem Definition To save fuel it is desired that the engine operate close to the point with best torque as often as possible, that is the point of maximum brake torque (MBT). The task consist therefore of developing a controller scheme that controls the spark advance (SA) to achieve this. This should be performed using measured data from CPS. The point of MBT should be maintained whenever possible and (to) slow response or overshoots cannot be tolerated.



1.3 Methodology The concept of control should first be developed in Simulink. To be able to build a simple engine model in Simulink data collected from an engine will be treated and used. When a proposal that seem valid in Simulink is finished the development efforts should move on to implement the scheme in the ECU of a test engine setup.



1.4 Scope The development of a control system to control the SA of the engine using CPS is still in its early stage. And the main problem is the lack of a CPS for use in pr oduction cars. The now existing CPS is too expensive and lacks lifetime. Hence they cannot be used in production cars. Strict confidentiality of the development at different manufacturers makes it impossible to estimate the current status of the development of CPS and related logics. It is however Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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safe to assume that all of the big manufactures are conducting research about CPS suitable for a production vehicle, and hence control logic related to CPS (so called CPEMS, cylinder pressure engine management sys tem) for example feedback control of the SA. This study will be conducted using a commercially available CPS and it should be treated as a pre study of a way of controlling the SA of an SI engine using CPS information to maintain MBT. The scope of the study is NOT to develop a complete working SA control system, but to examine parts of such a system. This parts could be included in an actual production control system fitted in a car, but then many more things has to be taken account for. This report describes briefly the difficulties to keep in mind when a SA control system is developed (2), the two different controllers that are implemented and tested is then described (3, 4). The laboratory setup that is used for the evaluation of the controllers is described (5), and then the different results are shown (6, 7, 8), from this results conclusions are drawn (9).



1.5 Terminology A/F-Air/Fuel, the ratio between mass of air and mass of fuel of the intake gas mixture. ATDC-After top dead center, see TDC (top dead center). CAD-Crankshaft angle degree, this is the normal method of measuring the angle position of the crankshaft. This is used to determine the position of the different pistons and which process that is taking place in which cylinder. CPEMS-Cylinder pressure engine management system, engine control system that acquires and uses information of the in-cylinder pressure for feedback engine control. CPS-Cylinder pressure sensor, this is a sensor used to measure the pressure in the cylinder. Normally mounted inside the sparkplug or in a special hole in the cylinder head. ECU-Engine control unit, this is the computer used to perform the control of the engine and some other vehicle functions. EVC-Exhaust valve close, the time instance when the exhaust valves close. Normally measured in [CAD]. EVO-exhaust valve open, the time instance when the exhaust valves opens. Normally measured in [CAD]. HC-Hydro Carbons, is the fuel that the engine is run on. Is emitted from an engine as a result of fuel that escapes from the combustion by one reason or another. Causes cancer and environmental damage. IMEP -Indicated mean pressure, is proportional to the output torque. Depending on the definition the pump loss is included or excluded. IVC-Inlet valve close, the time instance when the inlet valve close. Normally measured in [CAD]. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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IVO-Inlet valve open, the time instance when the inlet valves opens. Normally measured in [CAD]. Kl-engine load, a measurement of the mass of air that is in the cylinder. LTH-Lund institute of technology. MBT-Maximum brake torque, this is the operation point where the engine parameters is set so that the engine produces the maximum torque possible. Here MBT is mostly referred to as the ignition timing that produces the maximum torque. This ignition timing can however not always be reached. But the MBT concept could possible also include other engine parameter settings that has an impact on the output torque. MBE-Maximum brake efficiency, this is when the engine operation parameters is set for maximum efficiency (note this is not the same point as MBT). MFB-Mass fraction burnt, this is a measurement of when a certain amount of the gas mass in the cylinder is consumed by the combustion. For example MFB50% means the time instance [CAD] when 50% of the mass of the combustible gas is consumed by the combustion. Ne-Engine speed, the rotation speed of the engine measured in revolutions per minute [rpm]. NOx-NO and NO 2 , undesired emissions that causes allergy and environmental damage. The nitrogen oxides come from the nitrogen in the air (70%). Forms depending on the temperature in a combustion engine. SI-Spark ignition, often used to describe a special type of engine, the Otto engine. SA-Spark advance, the time instance when a spark is generated in the cylinder igniting the gas fuel mixture [CAD]. TDC-Top dead center, this is the time instance when the cylinder volume is minimum. If the center of the piston is located directly over the center axis of the crankshaft TDC is when the crank is in its vertical position. TMC-Toyota Motor Corporation. PMEP-Pump mean pressure, a measurement of the energy needed for changing the old burned gas in the cylinder for new unburned ditto. VVT-Variable valve timing, a system that is able to change some or all of EVC, EVO, ICV, IVO. ?-sensor-Air by fuel ratio sensor. Refer to [1] page 301 for details. Used to measure and feedback control the A/F ratio of the engine.



2 The control problem 2.1 The nature of the process An engine is a very complex thing to control, and the ever-increasing complexity of the effectors of an engine makes the task more and more complex.
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Here is dealt with the control of the SA. The SA affects many processes in the engine, such as pollution formation, output torque, fuel consumption and so on. This chapter describes briefly how different processes in the engine are affected by the SA, what can be gained from a good SA control and the method used today for SA control.



2.1.1 The engine, a highly time varying process Since a car operates in a wide variety of conditions around the year and around the world it is desirable to design the control of an engine so that it adapts to the changes in the environment and state of the engine. Things like temperature and composition of the intake air, temperature of the cooling system (increases if the environment is hot) affects the internal combustion process and changes important factors of the combustion. These in its case affect for example the emissions and the fuel consumption. Sometimes even the characteristics of the engine are changed, for example if the standard exhaust system is replaced with an aftermarket system or when components change their behavior due to for example wear. The now used control logic does not adapt to such changes in all operation points causing the engine to run in a non-optimal manner if changes is performed to the engine or if the engine is run in “strange” conditions.



2.1.2 Combustion variation cycle-to-cycle cylinder-to-cylinder Another limitation with the control logics in use in toda y’s vehicles is the lack of ability to control the cylinders individually. The same SA is fed to each cylinder even though the local environment in each cylinder differs significantly (depending on placement in the cylinder row). This causes deviation in the emissions and indicated mean pressure (IMEP) between the cylinders. The desire would of course be to control each cylinder individually to obtain balance between the IMEP and to have an even and controllable formation of emissions. Another desire with an SA controller is to suppress the variations in the combustion process that occur cycle to cycle. This variation causes losses to occur since the SA is set for an “average” cycle and hence fore some cycles the SA used is not the optimal with a loss of torque and (in some cycles) too high emissions as a result. There are mainly three things that cause these cycle-to-cycle variations. These are: • • •



Variation in gas motion in the cylinder during combustion. Variation in amount of fuel, air and residual gas fed to the cylinder. Variation in mixture composition in the cylinder especially in the near of the sparkplug.



For a sufficient description of the cycle-to-cycle variation and its causes [1] page 413 and 419 is recommended. The variations in the combustion process come out as “noise” in the calculation of MFB50%.
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How to treat the cycle -to-cycle variation is a difficult issue. The actual desire is not to try to filter away the “noise” caused by this variation but to control the engine trying to suppress these deviations as much as possible. If the cycle-to-cycle deviation could be decreased it would have an impact on for example the emissions.



2.2 Point of maximum brake torque (MBT) The point of MBT in a SI engine shows a very complex behavior with many things affecting it. For understanding of MBT ignition [1] page 374 and 827 is useful.



2.2.1 MBT dependences The things found affecting the point of MBT in [1] is for example the rate of the flame propagation, the length of the flame travel path across the combustion chamber, and the behavior of the flame when it reaches the cylinder wall. All these things affect the “total burning duration” which will be used as a notation here. By “total burning duration” it is meant the time needed for the combustion to complete, taking all details into account. It is easy to see why the point of MBT is situated where the majority of the heat released is close to TDC if the “total burning duration” is short. When so is the case it is possible to place the majority of the heatrelease in a part of the cycle when the volume is small, and hence the peak pressure increases. If, on the other hand the “total burn duration” is long you cannot place the greatest part of the combustion close to TDC. If that were attempted some of the heat released would actually work against the compression of the piston as it was released before TDC with degraded efficiency as a result. As mentioned above the “total burning duration” depends on a few things one of them is flame propagation speed. Since the flame propagation speed depends on the amount of residual gas in the cylinder this will depend on things as engine load, engine speed and VVT setting which all affects the amount of residual gas ([1] page 402 describes the flame propagation speed). The length of the flame travel path, which also affects the “total burning duration” will depend on the shape of the combustion chamber and the placement of sparkplug(s). And the behavior when the wall is reached will depend on things like the wall temperature (cooling water and oil temperature).



2.2.2 Choice of control variable To be able to control for MBT using a fix set point a variable to measure and control is needed. In [1] page 375 two different approaches is described. One is to control for maximum cylinder pressure @ 16CAD after TDC and the other is to control for MFB50% @ 10CAD after TDC. Which of them that is most beneficial to use depends on the circumstances and limitations of the online measurements in the ECU. If the ECU for example has a limited sample rate it may not be possible to detect the maximum pressure peak but an estimation of MFB50% maybe still can be performed.
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The choice here is to use MFB50%. This approach is chosen because of the earlier mentioned reason; there is a desire to be able to use an ECU with low sample rate, which means that it is more difficult to detect peak pressure then to detect MFB50%. To estimate the position of the MFB50% linear interpolation is used but to detect peak pressure a more complex interpolation method would be needed. The Toyota standard is to control for MFB50% @ 8CAD after TDC (instead of 10 as proposed in [1]). This point is chosen as the correct placement of MFB50% to maintain MBT through out this investigation. The set point used for the control system is a subject of great importance and will be discussed in 2.2.3.



2.2.3 The placement of MFB50% to maintain MBT Most people agree on that there is not one fix placement of MFB50% that is valid in all operating conditions to maintain MBT. As understood from 2.2.1 it is non trivial to estimate the desired point of MFB50% because it depends on the “total burning rate” which in turn depends on numerous parameters that is difficult to measure or estimate. Hence no fix placement of MFB50% should be used if perfection is desired. This is quite intuitive to understand; if the burning rate is slow MFB50% can be situated on a fix “MBT” point BUT some of the heat still is released before TDC. The explanation is the change in the gradient of heatrelease caused by changes in the “total burning rate”. Calculating the point of MFB50% to obtain MBT is a difficult task and outside the scope of this investigation. The MFB50% @ MBT will depend on amount of residual gas, engine speed, engine load and so on (as described in 2.2.1). Toyota has chosen to use MFB50% situated @ 8CAD to maintain MBT. Word says that VW has chosen MFB50% to be @ 13 CAD, and [1] chooses MFB50% @ 10 CAD. There is no absolute correct value since MBT point varies with engine design and working environment. The Toyota standard of 8CAD will be used as a base set point here. However in some cases it is desirable to withdraw the SA from MBT for example to avoid misfire during idling (HC emissions), or to control the formation of NOx emissions.
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Figure 1, the placement of MFB50% (after TDC) @ point of MBT.



If the MFB50% @ MBT is plotted from the data described in 5.2.2.2 as a function of engine load and engine speed Figure 1 is obtained. This figure gives proof that MFB50% to maintain MBT is not constant it differs very much depending on the engine speed and load. The maximum position of MFB50% in Figure 1 is 13 CAD ATDC which occurs @ 800rmp, 50%. The reason for the late MFB50% in this point is thought to be low combustion speed depending on a high amount of residual gas. This is thought to be since the in-cylinder turbulence decreases at low engine speeds. On the other hand we find that @ 3600rpm 20% the optimal placement of MFB50% is @ 3CAD ADTC. The reason for this early placement is probably a high combustion speed hence MFB50% should be placed in the early stage of the combustion when the cylinder volume is small. The cause of the combustion speed to be high in this particular area is likely to be a good gas exchange caused by pulsation effects in the intake and exhaust systems. This pulsation effect is thought to have an effect on the combustion speed in the complete working area of the engine and hence also on the MFB50% placement for MBT. This is thought to be the explanation for the waveform that can be observed in the engine speed axes of Figure 1. Note that Figure 1 would have turned out different if VVT was used.
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2.3 Special considerations 2.3.1 NOx Emissions handling Even though the engine is equipped with a catalyst to reduce the emissions of the engine it is a desire to keep the emissions before the catalyst on a minimum. If this is done the “workload” of the catalyst is lowered and the lifetime and the performance of the same will increase. The SA that is taken into account in this examination has an impact on two kinds of emissions. Those are unburned hydrocarbons HC (fuel) and nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2 , NO is the most significant one) collectively called NOx . Details about the SA impact on emissions can be found in [1] chapter 15.3.1, 11.2 and 11.4. Three different processes in the engine mainly form NO x . These three depends on • • •



NOx formed mainly depending on the temperature and hence the peak pressure in the combustion chamber. NOx formed by different complicated chemical reactions chains in the flame front. NOx formed from the nitrogen contained in the fuel.



The NOx process that mainly is affected by the SA is the one depending on the top temperature (peak pressure), which mainly forms NO.



Figure 2, taken from [1] page 586. NO formation as a function of SA for different A/F ratios. Ne=1600rpm, ?v (=KL) =50%.
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Figure 2 shows the dependency between NO formation and SA in SI engine. We find in the figure that there exists a “break point SA” where the formation rate of NO increases dramatically. If this breakpoint SA could be found as a function of the peak cylinder pressure a mechanism for minimizing the NO emissions could be developed considering the peak cylinder pressure and retarding SA in case of a too high peak pressure. That is if not the loss in efficiency is too high in the “breakpoint SA”. If this is possible to perform “on-line” less NO emissions might result in some operation points NO-emissions will also be affected by the current VVT setting as the VVT setting affects the residual gas mass in the cylinder, and hence the peak pressure and temperature. CPS might prove useful for NO formation prediction and control.



2.3.2 HC emissions HC emissions, which also is affected by the SA is caused by reminiscence of the fuel that is used in the engine. This reminiscence is because of that some of the fuel escapes from the combustion process by one reason or another. Many different phenomena’s causes HC emissions the ones affected by the SA is mainly misfire and the oxidation of the remaining HC in exhaust system and in the late stage of the combustion. Dur ing normal operation conditions the SA does not heavily affect misfire. It is mainly during idle that SA is very important to avoid misfire/partial burning. But a SA retarded a bit from MBT is always beneficial for HC emissions. This because a retarded SA increases the burnt gas temperature and the gas temperature in the late state of the combustion, and hence increases the fraction of HC oxidized in the late expansion phase and in the exhaust system.



2.3.3 Idling control Another subject of importance is the control of the SA when the engine is idling. In idle some phenomena’s occurs that comes from the low load and low engine speed. Even though the output torque of the engine is not an issue when idling the desire is to try to have a high efficiency (a high SA) to try to minimize fuel consumption. The normal way of handling idle is to simply retard SA in order to minimize emissions and to have a favorable condition for a stabile combustion, avoiding misfire. The method suggested in [1] page 829 is to retard the SA from MBT. To withdraw the SA from MBT has the advantage that the HC emissions is reduced because of an increase of the fraction oxidized (hydro carbons) during expansion and exhaust, which in its case is because of the higher burned gas temperature that result from a more retarded SA. Another advantage with the higher burned gas temperature that occurs with a retarded SA is that it maintains a favorable working condition for the catalyst when idling. The desire is to maintain the catalyst temperature above its “light off temperature” (250-300C°) to maintain the operation of the catalyst. The combustion also become more stabile during idle if the SA is retarded from MBT. This is because the efficiency of the engine is decreased and hence the throttle angle is increased by the throttle control to maintain the engine speed; that is the engine is run at a Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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higher load causing more fuel air mixture in the combustion chamber and hence a more stabile combustion. The NOx emissions also gain from a more retarded SA this because the decrease in peak pressure (and hence peak temperature) that comes from a retard in the SA. Then how shall then the idling control be handled? Withdrawing the SA from MBT has many advantages in emissions and to avoid misfire, but if MBT could be maintained it would be possible to gain in fuel consumption. The probably best approach on how to handle the idling SA is to use feedback control but to reconsider the set point for the controller maybe on-line How to calculate the idle set point and how to make changes in it is not clear until idle engine tests has been performed. However if the SA could be kept close to MBT a gain in fuel consumption is expected due to the increase in thermal efficiency that follows from the increased SA. We realize that we have an optimizing situation between stabile combustion avoiding uneven running and vibrations and a high SA with higher efficiency. A good method might be to start at a special idle MFB50% set point, and then retard the set point of MFB50% if misfire events occur.



2.3.4 Cold start When cold starting an engine there are mainly two things that are important. One of them is to raise the temperature of the catalyst above its “light off temperature” (250-300C°) as fast as possible. The other important thing is to raise the working temperature (temperature of the cooling water and oil) of the engine. This is to reach favorable and stabile working conditions of the engine as fast as possible. The method to increase the exhaust gas temperature and the heat loss to the cylinder walls (warm the engine cooling water) is again to retard the SA, as stated in [1] page 829. This also has the advantage that the NOx and HC emissions are kept low.



2.4 Benefits of feedback spark advance control 2.4.1 The control commonly used The scheme described here is the standard way of controlling the SA in modern cars year 2004. Different small changes and improvements are thought to have taken place. But the main principle is still the same. By obvious reasons no reference is given. A base calibration map is measured by conducting engine calibration in laboratory. This calibration process is extensive, and depending on method it takes a lot of man-hours to perform an engine calibration. A lot of things have to be taken into account during this tune in process, things like emissions, knock (pressure-ignition of fuel air mixture see [1] page 450), output torque and so on. This calibration is a very difficult process and it is desirable to develop a system that does not need to be calibrated. This base tuning values is then used as a base point SA. This SA is used for starters and then the control unit advances the SA until knock event occurs. When this happens the SA is retarded a little bit. After a while the control unit again tries to advance the SA. Using this method the engine always operates on the borderline to knock. In [1] page 828 figure 15-3a the borderline to knock is shown and related to the output torque in some
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points of operation. It is seen in the figure that the knock borderline is within 1% loss of MBT. This implies that most of the times the SA is almost optimal. The need to measure knock events is solved for example by sensing the vibrations of the engine (see [1] page 450 for knock details) that occur when the mixture self ignites.



2.4.2 Improvements using feedback control The desire behind controlling to maintain MBT is of course to improve fuel consumption. But it is not only to improve the fuel consumption that is achievable when using feedback control. When using the method of control commonly used (described in 2.4.1) a lot of manual work has to be performed in order to obtain the values contained in the engine map. This tuning process is a VERY time staking procedure. Using feedback control would eliminate most of this tuning work, and yet make the engine (a little bit) more fuelefficient. The most significant improvements would be to eliminate the need of engine setup as clear in 2.4.3.



2.4.3 Simple estimation of the improvement in fuel-consumption If the mean absolute difference between the SA produced by the conventional engine control system in the engine test set (when VVT settings was fix zero), and the test set with data @ MBT it should be possible to estimate the average gain in fuel consumption. (VVT is fixed to zero because there is no MBT data using VVT available). If this calculation is performed it is found that the difference is about 4 CAD and only 27% of the available data points is differ more than 5 CAD. If [1] page 828 figure 15-3 is studied it is understood that a SA within ±5CAD produces an output torque within 1% of MBT. This since the engine only can be controlled for MBT in a small range of the entire operation range since knock occurs in the high load area. The operation points where data is available reflects this area. Outside this area there will be a knock restriction before the point of MBT can be reached and the SA has to be retarded. Hence in the area outside load 10-60% and all speeds the point of MBT will never be reached. However, depending on the traffic environment, a lot of time will be spent in this area, especially in places where the traffic is crowded. This area occupies 60% of the possible operation area but in reality some speed-load combinations will (almost) never be used like high speeds low load, this excludes about 15-20% of the MBT area. The remaining area is about 40-45% of the total operation range. About 70% of this time the loss in torque is within 1% of the MBT torque, lets estimate 70% of the point’s gives 1% loss of torque. The remaining 30% gives about 5% loss in torque if the maximum difference between MBT SA and normal SA is used on the complete 30%. And hence the mean gain is 2.2% within the area controlled to maintain MBT. This gives that the overall gain in fuel economy will be between 1-2% depending on how and were the car is used. Use inside city will increase the gain. Even though it is absolutely essential to decrease fuel consumption and every gain is welcome the main advantage of a feedback MBT controller still is the reduced cost and time of calibrating a new engine.



2.5 Conclusions about the control problem This chapter 2 shows some of the benefits that might be obtained by controlling the SA using feedback control system and cylinder pressure information.
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There are many conclusions to be drawn from the things mentioned here and many things have to be kept in mind when designing a feedback system to be used for SA control.



2.5.1 Tradeoffs The tradeoff to be taken into consideration when controlling the SA is mainly the tradeoff between output torque and emissions from the engine. The desire to control the SA for MBT to minimize fuel consumption must be weighted with the possible increase of NOx emissions from the engine that occur because of the increased peak pressure that is obtained @ MBT related to a more retarded SA. Since the gain in output shaft torque and as shown above the gain in fuel consumption is very small within reasonable limits from MFB (±1% of MBT when SA is kept ±5CAD from MBT SA) but this makes a significant decrease in the NOx emissions (as shown in [1] page 584-586) the best strategy in some cases probably will be to retard the SA a bit from MBT. This is especially true if the peak pressure is close to some “boundary pressure” where the formation of NOx increases dramatically.



3 Internal model control As understood from 2 it is a very difficult task to develop a working control system to be used to control an actual engine. The values needed in the task of control contain much noise. And the engine is complex and non linear in its nature. There are real time requirements and there is a big issue of safety for man and machine. All this has to be taken under consideration when constructing such a system. The system must be robust, but still fast.



3.1 The controller Due to the limitations outlined in 2 the task of finding a good control strategy very difficult. Cycle-to-cycle variation is a subject of great importance, and the suppressing of the same has many issues, the actual desire is not to filter away the “noise”, but to control the engine for less variation cycle-to-cycle. A good way of conducting engine control may be to have a slow stabile controller controlling the basic “mean SA” and then try to add faster methods to suppress the cycleto-cycle variations. Here the slow controller part will be discussed. The easiest way of making a simple controller that is robust and suppresses noise “by it self” is to implement a pure integral controller. The downside with an integral controller is that it has a slow step response and that it may introduce a self -oscillation in the process. The idea is to try to avoid the slow step response of the integrator by using an internal model of the engine during transient operation. This approach has similarities with “internal model control”. But instead of always feeding back the difference between the internal model and the actual output of the controller the model is only used in transient operation. Only feeding back the output of the model in transient operation mode is because of the difficulties in finding a really accurate model of the engine and a cruder model can in this way be used. If the difference between a crude model and the controller always were fed back to the controller, as would be the normal case this would result in degraded performance. The Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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reason is that the model would feedback a not correct result in the steady state and hence a steady state error would occur. Another reason for only using the model in the transient state is that the model is adaptive to the engine and it needs reference values to adapt (the output of the integral controller and variables measured from the engine is used as reference values). The error between the output SA of the controller and the estimated SA (obtained from the model) can then be fed back to the integral controller in a way that reminds of “integral windup protection” (tracking se [2] page 42) in transient state to improve the step response. Another solution could be to feed the output of the model directly to the engine, and feed it back to the integrator in the anti windup loop as well (to prevent integral windup from estimation errors in the model). In steady state the model is continuously updated using the output of the integral controller, but the output of the model is not fed back to the controller in any way. In this way the integral controller controls the SA to obtain MBT and the model can adapts its parameters to the output of the integral controller. Later on these parameters can be used to estimate the desired output (SA) for a short time to speed up the step response of the controller.



3.2 Overview
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Figure 3, schematic layout of the controller.



Figure 3 shows the layout of the controller. As seen the error is calculated and amplified according to the selected integral gain and integral time as for a normal integral controller. To the amplified error there is another feedback loop added. This extra feedback loop is used to prevent integral windup due to other systems that might change the SA (for example the knock detection system), and to feedback the output of the model when the
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model is used for engine control instead of the integral controller, avoiding integrator windup. The OpMode switch, which is taken account for in 3.4.3 decides which control method that will be used depending on if the engine is running in transient or steady state. The idea is to use the normal integral controller in steady state, controlling MFB@8CAD towards the MBT set point. If knock occurs the SA from the integral control is changed by an external system and the change is fed back in the anti windup loop, avoiding integrator windup due to knocksaturation of the SA (compare actuator saturation [2] page 43). During steady state operation the RLS block (the internal engine model) is continuously updated to match the output of the integral controller (including the knock related SA changes) with the measured engine variables, and it will always track the integrator SA output. Since the RLS model adapts to the SA calculated by the integral controller the model will adapt to a MBT SA (since the integral controller controls for MBT). When a change in the operation mode of the engine occurs (steady to transient) the OpMode switch will toggle and use the SA output of the model for engine control during the transient time. No bump in the SA should occur because of the fact that the model should track the output of the integral controller when the engine is run in steady state. In transient state the integral controller then changes its output to match the SA fed to the engine from the model (including knock related retard) due to the integral anti windup feedback-loop. When then the state changes again (from transient to steady) the switch will again toggle and the output of the integral controller will be used for engine control. The output of the integral controller should now match the output of the engine model (including knock related retard) because of the anti windup feedback loop and a SA bump should not occur this time ether. Using this method it should be possible to control the SA using I (and possible also a P term delayed by signal treatment) without having to suffer from the slow response and poor transient operation. It should be pointed out that this method may be useful to improve the transient response on any controller, not only integral controller.



3.3 The model The issue of finding a good model is a very difficult problem. It is desirable to keep the model simple to save computation time and to make it robust, but still it must be fairly accurate in order to actually improve the performance of the system. The approach to obtain this is to try to find a simple system of variables used to model the engine. Then some of the parameters in the system are adapted “on line” to the actual state of the engine using the recursive least square estimate (RLS) method. For a description of the RLS method please refer to [3]. The idea behind the RLS method is to try to minimize the error between the output of a known system of variables and observed values “computing the sum of the squares of the differences between the observed and the computed values”. To perform this in a good way a system of variables needs to be found. The method of finding such a system is to try to solve the over determined system that is obtained if you exa mine all the points in the dataset described in 5.2.2 using different Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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equations to estimate the SA, and then compare the accuracy of the different equations by using them to perform SA calculations in the same points.



3.3.1 A simple equation describing SA To find a good equation a few equations containing different terms that are thought to have a correlation with the SA fed to the engine are tested. There are many possible equations to use and the equations of interest are shown bellow. The equation structure follows first.



SA = w1 * T1 + w2 * T2 + K + wnTn Equation 1, the structure of the SA estimation equation used. w1 …wn is weights estimated by the RLS, and T1 …Tn is terms as measured from the engine.



In the estimat ion equation of the SA w1 …wn is the parameters estimated on line by the RLS, T1…Tn is constant or parameters measured from the engine using different engine mounted sensors. The script used to fit this equation to the data points is included in Appendix C. To solve the over determined system that is obtained if the equation is applied on all the data points in the dataset the least square estimate (LSE) method is used (“\” in Matlab). When the system is solved in all points the obtained weight factors (w1 …wn ) is used together with the data to calculate an estimated SA in each point. This estimated SA is the expected output from the equation if fix weight values is used in the entire operating range. To be able to compare the performa nce of the different equations the estimated SA is then compared with the actual SA from the dataset and some numbers is calculated from this comparison, these numbers is shown in the Table 3.



3.3.2 Terms in the equation, name and meanin g Term NE KL PE



Description Engine speed Engine load Cylinder pressure



TC



Rough estimation of in cylinder temperature



Commentary



Mean value during part of exhaust stroke Please refer to Equation 3!



Table 1, terms in the evaluated equations, name and meaning. NB the values are normalized and hence they have no unit.



The terms here above need some explanation why they are selected and how they are measured. Engine speed and engine load is fairly straightforward the mechanisms to measure them are simple and already available and hence not described here. But the PE and TC term needs explanation.
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3.3.2.1 Exhaust stroke CP PE is short for pressure exhaust. The idea is that the CP in the end of the exhaust stroke is (about) proportional to the pressure in the exhaust manifold during the exhaust stroke. This can be assumed since in the end of the exhaust stroke the gas flow over the valve should be small and hence the pressure drop over the exhaust valve as well. The interest in knowing the exhaust manifold pressure is because the residual gas amount is thought to depend heavily on the exhaust manifold pressure in the end of the exhaust stroke. Since the cylinder pressure @ end of exhaust stroke is thought to have a good correlation to the exhaust manifold pressure it might be possible to get a crude estimation of the residual gas using this value. This assumption is thought to be really good when the engine operate with no valve overlap. But when there is a valve overlap one extra difficulty is added. This is backflow of residual gas from the cylinder into the intake system, because of the inlet valve is open for a short time during the exhaust stroke (inlet valves and exhaust valves is open simultaneously for a short time). The fact that the engine is equipped with a VVT system degrades the accuracy of the estimation of the residual gas fraction/mass using the exhaust stroke CP. The interest in knowing the amount of residual gas is because it strongly affects the duration of the combustion and hence the point of MBT (see 2.2.1). The next logical question is how the pressure value is obtained. This pressure is simply a mean value of some CP samples @ the end of the exhaust stroke. The samples between 695 and 720 CAD is used. This area is selected to avoid the noise that occurs because of the slam of the exhaust valve against the cylinder head. EVC is @ 4 CAD after TDC and hence no samples inflicted by this valve shutting noise is included. The reason for choosing the number of samples to 25 is that the ECU samples every 5CAD and hence in reality 5 samples would be included in the mean value. When this exhaust stroke pressure mean value is examined an important question is what the expectations is. In an intake/exhaust system effects occur depending on pressure wave phenomena. These “pulsation effects” occur depending on the effective length of the intake/exhaust system, the local speed of sound and the engine speed. For description please refer to [1] page 215. This pressure pulsation affects the pressure in the cylinder @ EVC and hence the amount (mass) of residual gas trapped in the cylinder @ EVC will vary according to the factors mentioned above. In Figure 4 a waveform in the engine speed axis can easily be detected. This waveform indicates that the pressure @ the end of exhaust stroke has a correlation to the amount of residual gas in the cylinder. Note that the VVT is set to no overlap, and therefore the back suction of residual gases into the intake system should be neglect able. Which means that the amount of residuals mainly should depend on the engine speed within reasonable working conditions.
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Figure 4, mean pressure in cylinder @ end of exhaust stroke. VVT set to no overlap.



3.3.2.2 Rough in cylinder temperature estimation NOT including residual gas effects Another strong affecter of the early stage laminar flame propagation speed (and hence point of MBT see 2.2.1) is the temperature in the cylinder just before the combustion. A good estimation of the in-cylinder temperature would hence be very useful to estimate the point of MBT and it should hence have a correlation to the SA required to maintain MBT. Many different approaches has been considered but they have all failed in an early state depending on the difficulties in estimating the residual gas mass and its temperature. The residual gas mass together with the residual gas temperature is the key issue to make an accurate estimation of the in-cylinder temperature before combustion and/or an estimation of the total gas mass and the gas properties in the same. This since the residuals changes the ? (=Cp/Cv ) of the gas in the cylinder, it also adds both mass and kinetic energy (rises the temperature of the gas before compression) to the cylinder and hence it gets difficult (read impossible) to estimate the ? and the temperature of the gas @ IVC or the total in-cylinder gas mass since they all depend on the residuals. If it would be possible to calculate the temperature @ IVC isentropic process equations between volumes for example could be used, or if the total gas mass was known (including residual gas) CP in the combination with ideal gas law could be used during the compression stroke to estimate the temperature before combustion. For details on engine thermo dynamics refer to [1] chapter 5. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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If VVT was fix to no overlap maybe a relation between exhaust mean pressure and residual gas mass could be found. But the VVT is not constant, and hence there is an extra difficulty added by the backflow of residuals into the intake system. This in combination with the difficulty of finding a relation between the CP @ EVC and residual gas mass due to lack of measurement equipment for measuring the actual residual mass makes the development of an equation for accurate temperature calculation impossible. The best possible given these circumstances is to make a crud estimation of the in cylinder temperature using only the intake air mass totally neglecting any impact of the residuals. The intake air mass is calculated from the definition of load shown in Equation 2. The cylinder gas mass is estimated using only the definition of load and then the ideal gas law is used to calculate the estimated “in cylinder temperature” 90CAD before TDC in the compression stroke according to Equation 3. The pressure is obtained from CPS and the cylinder volume is looked up in a map depending on CAD.



 Ga ⋅ 60 2.362[ L] ⋅1.2[ g / L]  KL[%] =  ÷  × 100 2  NE  Equation 2, the definition of engine load. Ga is fresh Air Mass as measured by AFM [g/s].



V P* Mc T = = R



P*



V 2.36 *1.2 *10− 5 Kl * 4 [K ] R



Equation 3, equation used to estimate in cylinder temperature @ 90 CAD before TDC compression stroke. NB! This equation neglects all impact of residual gas.



3.3.3 Evaluation of different equations When evaluating different equations it is important to keep the knock handling in mind. The model used must show a sufficient correlation with the SA fed to the engine including the knock related retard. This is because of the fact that it is impossible to measure an MBT SA in the actual engine system that is not affected by knock. The idea behind the model is to adapt it to measured engine variables, and it is impossible to measure a SA in the engine system that is not affected by knock if the engine runs under knock conditions. The reason for this is that the knock affected SA is fed back to the controller to prevent integrator windup when the engine operates close to (or on) the knock boundary, and hence the output of the controller will always be knock restricted. This fact impacts the accuracy of the equations used to calculate SA in transient state must be evaluated with knock restriction. To be able to select an equation to use on the actual engine some different equations is tested with knock retard system active, and turned off. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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The performance without knock related retard is of importance because of the fact that knock is no absolute limit. The knocking intensity will change depending on the operating conditions and the evaluation of the model with no consideration to knock will be the “maximum limit” off the model accuracy. Each equation is evaluated as described in 3.3.1 in each speed/load point within the dataset described in 5.2.2.1 and the quota of the speed/load points where the model predicts the SA within 3CAD, 2CAD and 1CAD is shown in Table 2 (no knock retard) and Table 3 (knock retard). Terms included



Max abs error [CAD] KL, NE, 1 4.2517 KL, NE, KL*NE, 1 3.3214 KL, NE, PE, 1 4.2516 KL, NE, KL*NE, PE, 1 3.3119 KL, NE, TC, 1 4.1237 KL, NE, KL*NE, TC, 1 3.3214 KL, NE, TC, PE, 1 4.1349 KL, NE, KL*NE, TC, PE, 1 3.2251



Within 3CAD [%] 92.5000 97.5000 92.5000 97.5000 92.5000 97.5000 92.5000 97.5000



Within 2CAD [%] 82.5000 77.5000 82.5000 77.5000 80.0000 77.5000 82.5000 77.5000



Within 1CAD [%] 40.0000 40.0000 40.0000 40.0000 37.5000 40.0000 37.5000 37.5000



Table 2, results of the evaluation of different equations used to estimate SA. The data is calculated using VVT and SA according to map. BUT the knock SA retard system was turned of (no knock consideration).



Terms included



Max abs error [CAD] KL, NE, 1 7.1487 KL, NE, KL*NE, 1 4.8589 KL, NE, PE, 1 6.0665 KL, NE, KL*NE, PE, 1 4.8183 KL, NE, TC, 1 7.0064 KL, NE, KL*NE, TC, 1 4.8589 KL, NE, TC, PE, 1 6.0171 KL, NE, KL*NE, TC, PE, 1 4.8237



Within 3CAD [%] 80.0000 80.0000 80.0000 87.5000 82.5000 80.0000 82.5000 87.5000



Within 2CAD [%] 52.5000 57.5000 67.5000 77.5000 55.0000 57.5000 70.0000 77.5000



Within 1CAD [%] 27.5000 25.0000 45.0000 32.5000 27.5000 25.0000 45.0000 32.5000



Table 3, results of the evaluation of different equations used to estimate SA. The data is calculated using VVT and SA ac cording to map. The knock SA retard system was active.



The requirements on the model were an online estimation accuracy of 80% within 3CAD from the “MBT” SA (in this case the MBT SA is considered to be same as normal SA system SA). Based on the tables above it is easily understood that the most beneficial equation to use as a model is Equation 4. SA = w1 KL + w 2 NE + w3 NE * KL + w4 PE + w5 Equation 4, the most accurate equation of the evaluated ones.



There is however one limitation that has to be taken into account when deciding which equation to use, this is the limited computation time of the ECU. The specified limitation Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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in this case was that no more than four equation weight parameters could be estimated online. And hence a more simple equation has to be used. If we examine the tables above we find that every one of them full fills the 80% within 3CAD even if knock is included. The ones with temperature included however add a computation of the temperature with an accuracy that is not perfect, and hence it would be better to avoid these in the actual ECU.



3.4 Operation mode 3.4.1 Steady state operation The main issue with the steady state control is to determine the gain and integration time of the integral control. Choosing the integral parameters is basically a tradeoff between robustness/noise-suppressing and the speed of the integrator. A long integration time is desired for noise suppression, but the step response on the other hand becomes poor. If a short integration time is used a lot of noise instead leeks through to the output. And the SA fed to the engine becomes noisy. But the step response will become faster. In the steady operation the control strategy here is pure integral control. This has the advantage that the noise suppression is total if suitable gain of the integral control is chosen. Since there is a mechanism to speed up the step response this can be done without having to accept a very slow step response. This since the transient operation is taken care of by the model and the extra feedback loop from the model. That is in this case the transient operation will not suffer from a low gain in the integral action. And hence the parameters in the integral control can be chosen to obtain a very stabile noise-suppressing controller.



3.4.2 Transient operation If the integrator step-gain is chosen low to decrease the impact of the cycle-to-cycle variations another control strategy has to be used in transient operation mode to avoid overshoots. Therefore the model described above was developed to have a simple way of estimating the SA fast. This gives the possibility to change the SA instantly when the engine enters transient operation mode. When so is the case the estimate SA will be calculated using the equation described and it will be used for the engine control directly. The SA used for control will also be feed back to the integral controller. This will cause the integral controller to change it’s output according to the model estimated SA, which is needed to avoid SA switching bumps when the control strategy is switched back to integral control. The time needed for the integral controller to change its output according to the model is decided by the integrator tracking time (se [2] page 42 for details). The shorter the tracking time the faster the integrator will change it’s output. However if the trackingtime it too big the controller will become unstable because of noise in the feedback loop and concern to this fact has to be taken when deciding the tracking time.
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3.4.3 Steady/transient definition and detection, “the switch” There is a great difficulty in deciding the state of the engine. The idea with the model is that it adapts it self to the engine and the integral controller output in steady state and is then accurate enough to be used for a short time in the transient operation to speed up the response of the controller. To be able to perform this switching one must be able to define “steady” and “transient” state. There is different ways of making the definition of steady/transient state. Although all of them want to detect the same events which is that a change in the engine speed and/or engine load occurs in a time short enough see Equation 5. dKL dNE ≥ Thkl or ≥ Thne dt dt Equation 5 the desired definition of transient engine state. KL denotes engine load and NE denotes engine speed. Th denotes the threshold values.



Trying to use the derivative of the load and/or speed is difficult since the presence of noise especially in the measured load. One idea is to measure the throttle angle, this may however not be a good idea since engine speed transients may occur even with a constant throttle angle. This is not the main topic here and will not be examined from now on. The easiest way would be to use the throttle angle and it may be sufficient, but vehicle tests would have to be performed to design a method for the transient detection.



4 PI control As a simple alternative to the approach discussed above a simple PI controller is implemented and tested for a comparison.



4.1 The controller The PI controller is implemented to be able to evaluate the performance of a well-known strategy when applied to the SA control problem. The output of the PI controller will most likely increase the cycle -to-cycle variations because of the proportional part in the controller. But on the other hand the proportional part makes the controller possible to use in transient operation without any compensation or special mode detection. This is a big advantage since it is difficult to model the engine in a simple way, and it is also difficult to detect changes in the mode of the engine (transient or steady state). The investigation of a PI controller may give indications about which future control method that is the most beneficial to use.



4.2 Overview The PI controller is a well-known controller and the PI implemented in this case is the same as described in [2] chapter 8 including anti windup protection for the integrator but with the D part removed. Because of the difficulties of using feedback control in idle and knock limited states of the engine the normal control system SA will be feed back in the integral anti windup Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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loop in these states for starters 9to maybe be able to perform vehicle tests). The normal control system SA that is feedback in the anti windup loop can later be replaced whit a feedback control strategy developed specially for idle or knock condition.
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Figure 5, PI controller scheme in use.



4.3 Determining the PI parameters Determining the proportional gain and the integration time is a difficult problem. In this study this problem will not be deeply discussed or researched but a concept is described here. There are at least two ways of deciding the controller parameters. One way is to test the controller in car and determine the maximum SA step and step time that occurs during “maximum” change in SA. This may be difficult to find as the desired SA changes with VVT settings operation condition and might not be same in every transient (as shown before). Hence this method has the drawback that the parameters will be set unnecessarily high in many of the conditions, causing higher than necessary noise sensitivity in these conditions. The best way would hence be to develop or to utilize an automatic tuning method of the PI controller, avoiding having to use the gain calculated for the maximum SA step all the time. A possible method to perform automatic tuning is for example to obtain the necessary information when a sufficient change in the load/speed of the engine occurs (during vehicle acceleration for example). Information about the SA obtained before, during and after the step in combination with the desired response time can then be used to determine the optimal parameters, using for example the Zieger-Nichols transient response method. This has the advantage that the PI controller can be automatically tuned having a sufficient but not too high gain, on-line independent of the operation conditions. There is also a danger of torque shock if the SA is changed too fast which could be built away by specifying the desired SA slew rate for the online parameter estimation. The
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desired response time of the controller to use in the automatic tuning process can hence be set to avoid torque shock.



5 Simulator and laboratory setup 5.1 Engine test setup 5.1.1 Engine control unit (ECU) The target system is the standard Toyota ECU used controlling the engine in most Toyotas for example the Camry. Due to confidentiality reasons data of the performance have to be excluded. The ECU is processor based. In the laboratory setup used during this investigation two ECU:s is used in parallel. One unit is used to sample the values from the CPS and to perform calculations on them. This one is called CPS ECU. The CPS ECU has access to the following values directly: • • •



Cylinder pressure Intake pressure Engine speed



And it samples them one time each five CAD. The other ECU is called engine ECU. This is the ECU that performs the actual control of the engine. The control variables (in this case the SA) are calculated in the CPS ECU and are then transferred to the engine ECU via a controller area network (CAN). The engine ECU makes one sample every fifth crank shaft degree (CAD) of these values. • • • • • • •



Engine speed Engine load (intake pressure) Intake temperature Cooling water temperature Oil temperature A/F from binary λ-sensor VVT setting (from VVT sensor)



Values existing in the engine ECU that is needed in the CPS ECU can also be sent via the CAN network to the CPS ECU. The ECU:s already contains vast amount of code which is not described or taken account for here. The engine ECU for example is basically a standard ECU with code for the CAN transmissions added. The CPS ECU contains code to calculate MFB50% and other interesting data.



5.1.2 Target Engine The target engine is a two point four liter Toyota engine called Toyota 2AZ-FE. This is a four-cylinder four-stroke engine with double overhead camshafts, and four valves per Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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cylinder. It also features variable valve timing on the intake valves, so called VVT-i. Inlet valve open (IVO) can be varied between 46° before top dead center (TDC) to 4° after TDC and inlet valve close (IVC) can be varied between 190° after TCD and 250° after TDC. Exhaust camshaft is fix with exhaust valve open (EVO) at 45°, and exhaust valve close (EVC) at 3° (both after TDC). This means that the valve overlap can be varied between 0-50CAD. The intake length is fix and port injectors provide the fuel. For a more detailed description please refer to [4] or Appendix B.



Figure 6, picture of the Toyota 2AZ-FE engine.



5.2 Simulator setup The setup in the Simulink of course changed during the development of the control strategy. The part described here is the top layer and the engine model. These were of course kept constant and can be treated as a simulation setup. The detailed outline of the controller is described in Appendix D.



5.2.1 The top view The top view is really simple. It basically only consists of the model of the engine and a lookup table containing the production SA map. It is possible to change the control of the engine between the production map and the controller. The production map lookup table is used as a reference value for “MBT” SA in the scopes.
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Figure 7, the top view of the simulation model. ProdSA is the lookup table for the reference “MBT” SA. Controller is the model of the controller.



5.2.2 The engine data



5.2.2.1 Data using production control system The dataset used throughout this task contains data measured before the beginning of this investigation. This set of data in NOT obtained in the point of MBT but the production map SA and VVT settings is used. That is the production SA map is considered to be MBT which probably is not completely true since the goal of the engine-tuning people is to find the optimal tradeoff between emissions, output torque, fuel consumption, and so on. But the production map should not differ too much from the MBT SA and could hence be used for investigations. The dataset described here contained data in the engine load/engine speed area of: engine load 20, 30, 40, 50, 60% and engine speed 1600, 2000, 2400, 2800, 3600, 4000, 4400, 4800rpm. That is 5*8 data points was available for investigation. In all of these points data was collected controlling the engine in three different ways. •



Both VVT setting and SA setting was according to the map used in the production car. The knock detection system was active retarding the SA if knock events occurred.
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• •



The SA was fixed to map value, no knock related retard of the SA occurred. The VVT was controlled according to the VVT map VVT settings were fix zero (one CAD between EVC and IVO). That is no valve overlap at all was used (see 5.1.2). SA was fixed to the map value and no knock related retard occurred.



For each of these three engine control settings various data was collected during 137 cycles of cylinder four. A vast variety of data was collected and some analyses were performed on this data. Among the analysis performed were a gross heatrelease analysis (neglecting the heat transfer to the cylinder walls and crevice losses) details about the method used to perform the heat release analysis can be found in [1] page 387. A data struct was put together containing the relevant data collected from the raw data. The data and the scripts used to treat the data are taken account for in Appendix A. All of the data sampled from the “raw data” was not used.



5.2.2.2 SA sweep to find MBT There was also another set of data taken during the course of this investigation. This set however was not as complete as the above mentioned and the use of the data was very limited. The data was acquired from a SA sweep performed with VVT set to no overlap. The output torque was measured in order to find MBT, and the MFB50% was also calculated in order to make comparison of the placement of MFB50% @ MBT. 38 load/speed points was investigated. The significance of this data is almost none; it is only used to estimate the improvements in the fuel consumption and for the evaluation of MFB50% set point. Hence no deep description will be given.



5.2.3 The simulator engine model



Figure 8, the inside of the engine model.
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A simple engine model is used to model the behavior of the engine in Simulink. The model is based on lookup tables, which contains the different values as a function of engine speed and load. The tables contain actual engine data as measured in the laboratory. A load step can be performed through the tr input. Noise can be added to the load to model the load variations that occur in an actual engine. The values for the noise generator were selected based on engine data in a fix operation point. No noise was added to the engine speed since it is almost constant in steady state. To model the dependency between SA and MFB50% the difference between the controlled SA and the “MBT” SA is calculated then the tangens hyperbolicus function is used to model non-linear dependency between MFB50% and the SA. Unified random number noise is added to model the cycle -to-cycle variations of MFB50% and again the parameters to the random number generator is selected in a fix point of operation based on engine data.



Figure 9, inside of the engine data block used to provide sampled engine data trough lookup tables.



6 General feedback control operation variables 6.1 Emissions using feedback A more detailed description about the emissions is given in 2.3.1 and in 2.3.2. The placement of MFB50% is of great importance of NOx and HC formation control (since MFB@8CAD is controlled by changing the SA).
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A high SA (high set point of MFB@8CAD) lowers the late combustion and exhaust temperature and increases hence the level of HC. It also increases the peak pressure and temperature in the cylinder, and hence increases the NOx emissions.



Figure 10, NOx emissions performing load step kl=20-40%, ne=2400, note the 5s time lag in the measurement. All data is from cylinder four (using feedback all cylinders will have same MFB@8CAD) but the MAP control has not the same MFB@8CAD in all cylinders.



In Figure 10 which shows a set point change of MFB@8CAD we are able to see that the behavior is as expected. Both NOx and HC emissions increase with the MFB@8CAD set point, as described above. When the MFB@8CAD set point is increased the SA is hence also increased and the emissions of both NOx and HC follows. This can and should be used for emissions control. The set point of MFB@8CAD is basically a tradeoff between output torque and emissions; this tradeoff can and should be performed on-line for best result.



6.2 Feedback control in knock restricted point by retarding MFB setting To investigate if retarding the MFB@8CAD set point decreases the knock intensity the engine was run in heavy knock @ MFB50% @ 8CAD. Then set point was retarded so that MFB30% is placed @ 8CAD.
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Figure 11, knock intensity when MFB@8CAD set point is changed.



As seen this strategy seems to be successful. Before the change of the set point the intensity of the knock flag was high. But after the intensity decreased significantly. A good strategy would probably be to decrease the set point of MFB@8CAD until the desired knock intensity is reached. The set point should later again be advanced. This can be performed using some different strategies. The normal way to perform this would be to wait for a time, and then try to advance the SA until knock again occurs with a too high intensity. A more intelligent strategy would however be to measure and detect changes in variables that significantly affects the risk of knock. The powerful variables would be the VVT setting or in cylinder peak pressure but even the intake temperature would make a difference. The cooling water would have a very small impact on the knock risk. An intelligent strategy would therefore be to monitor for example the VVT setting, and to try to advance the MFB@8CAD setting again when a change in the VVT setting has been detected. If the set point-retard/advancement speed and timing is set in an intelligent way the engine will always operate on the borderline to knock. This concept with a SA that is stationary and not trying to seek the knock border as often as the normal control system does, would decrease the total number of knock events that occurred during the engines lifetime. The reason for this is that the SA control system does not rely on knock events to occur every time to predict knock. Instead it monitors variables that strongly affects knock. And predicts when the conditions might have changed Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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6.3 VVT impact on the combustion, MBT, MBE and emissions The VVT system has a strong impact on the combustion process in the cylinders. It is thought that an optimal VVT setting can be found such that the product between the gas exchange efficiency (?ge ) and the thermal efficiency (? t ) is optimized. The gas exchange efficiency will increase with the VVT setting since the amount of residual gas increases and hence the pump loss decreases. The thermal efficiency on the other hand will decrease with the decrease in the laminar flame propagation speed that follows with the increase of residual gas. And the combustion stability and risk of misfire will also increase with a higher valve overlap time. The following figures are obtained performing a VVT sweep both with all control parameters frozen to map values, and with all but the SA frozen and the SA controlled according to I control. Cylinder specific values all come from cylinder one in these figures.



Figure 12, heat release trace using different VVT setting. All operation parameters is kept fix.



Figure 12 shows the heatrelease trace when VVT is changed and SA is kept constant. The figure shows that the behavior is as expected the burning duration increases with increasing VVT and the placement of MFB50% is hence later and later depending on the VVT setting. This will have an impact on the optimal SA for MBT with the selected VVT setting. If this figure is compared with Figure 13, which shows the acuminated Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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heatrelease, when the SA is controlled according to I-control some conclusions can be drawn.



Figure 13, SA controlled for MFB50% @ 10CAD, accumulated heatrelease.



The integral controller manages to maintain MFB50% @ 10CAD BUT as wee se in Figure 13 more and more heat is released before TDC caused by the increased burning duration. This indicates that the controller set point would have to be retarded to maintain MBT when the burning duration is long, otherwise too much of the released heat will be released before TDC with a degraded efficiency as a result. From this figure it can also be concluded that when the MFB50% is controlled the total burning duration when using high overlaps decreases. This is thought to be because of the fact that the controller uses a high SA when the overlap is big, the combustion hence starts earlier with more of the combustion placed in the high-pressure part of the cycle and hence a higher flame speed results. This result shows that it might sometimes be important to change the SA MBT set point when the valve overlap is large because of the decrease in flame speed that comes from a increase in valve overlap. This is to avoid too early heatrelease working against the compression when it is released before TDC because of the decreased flame speed (the MBT SA changes). Basically it is possible to control the placement of the heat release related to the cylinder volume using SA optimizing IMEP n . The SA however also affects the 10-90% duration. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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We see that the SA can be controlled to correct the change in MFB50% that comes from a change in the overlap.



Figure 14, output torque and load when performing a VVT sweep.



Regarding the desired VVT setting we from Figure 14 realize that it is a difficult problem to control the VVT. To be able to make a discussion about the problem the term MBE (Maximum Brake Efficiency) will have to be introduced. This is because of the fact that VVT can be controlled to optimize two different parameters, either MBF or MBT. As seen in the figure the output torque is maximized when no valve overlap is used. This is the VVT MBT se tting and it will change depending on pulsation effects in the intake, depending on the engine speed, VVT MBT setting will hence probably not always be no overlap. MBF on the other hand is the point where brake efficiency is maximized. The two efficiencies affected by the VVT setting is as mentioned before the thermal efficiency that depends on the burning duration, and the gas exchange efficiency that depends on the PMEP. Those two parameters together with the load and torque are shown in Figure 14. We observe that the PMEP decreases with increased overlap (increased gas exchange efficiency). The burning duration on the other hand increases (decreased thermal efficiency).
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It is obvious that there exist one point when the product of the thermal and gas exchange efficiency is maximized. This point is the VVT setting for MBF and it would be possible to find this point online calculating thermal and gas exchange efficiency online using CPS data. The VVT can hence be set for MBF or MBT and the desire would depend on which engine the controls regards or maybe the characteristics of the driver and vehicle.



Figure 15, emissions and affecters of emissions fix SA VVT sweep.



But MBT or MBF is not the only issues when controlling the VVT. Emissions are also strongly affected by the VVT setting. The NOx and the HC are affected, the HC emissions due to change in the exhaust temperature. The change in exhaust temperature can however be compensated by changing the MFB50% set point forcing the SA controller to use a lowered SA. As seen in Figure 15 the NOx emissions decreases significantly when the amount of residual gas are changed. This depends on the fact that the in cylinder top temperature is decreased because of the decreased top pressure. This would make one believe that the best would to all time have a high overlap and much residual gas. But so is not the case, the only reason for the increased HC emission shown in Figure 15 is not a decrease in exhaust temperature. Since the misfire and partial misfire is increased because of the increase in the amount of residual gas, one more reason for the increase in HC emissions is thought to be the increased misfire rate.
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The optimal tradeoff setting of the VVT would hence be the one that maximizes the product of the thermal and gas exchange efficiency, since the NO x emissions is decreased almost linear (with a saturation) to the overlap and the HC emissions is slightly increased with increased overlap the optimal setting regarding the emissions would be a medium overlap. Note that there for each VVT setting exists one and only one MFB50% placement for MBT. This placement of MFB50% can be calculated and the SA can then be controlled to maintain this specific MFB50%. This MBT MFB50% is specific for each VVT setting, and will vary according to other engine environmental variables as well. The MFB50% for MBT will hence not be the same every time.



7 Results internal model control 7.1 Simulations In the process of developing the control scheme presented here a Simulink model was used. The model started as a simple one, and was then made more and more complex as more and more effects was taken into consideration. The general part of the model is taken account for in 5.2. And the controller specific parts are shown in Appendix D.



7.1.1 Results The simulations result shows both strengths and weaknesses with the described solution. In some points the results is almost perfect with a very fast response and almost no overshoot or undershoot at all. However in points were the model fit is not as good an overshoot or undershoot occurs. Since the integration time is set slow an overshoot results in an error that takes a long time to get rid of. To be able to draw a conclusion about the improvement using the model feedback data is acquired and a set of figures is presented here. The figures presented represents three different settings of the integral gain using pure integral control. Since these results are same independent on which loads the step is performed between these is showed for only one of the load steps. Two figures are then shown using the model for integral tracking in transient state. The figures showing the tracking result use the slowest of the evaluated integral gains. Two different load steps are performed. The one presented first is a “bad result” meaning that the estimation result is worse than the average result performed; it is outside the 3CAD specified accuracy. And the second is a “good result” showing a better than average accuracy when a load step is performed.
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Figure 16, showing the output SA when a long integration time and pure integral control is used. Note that noise is added to the measured variable and hence the SA is affected by noise.



Figure 17, showing the output SA when a medium integration time and pure integral control is used. Note that noise is added to the measured variable and hence the SA is affected by noise.
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Figure 18, showing the output SA when a short integration time and pure integral control is used. Note that noise is added to the measured variable and hence the SA is affected by noise.



Figure 19, showing the output SA when a long integration time and internal model is used to improve the step response. “Bad case” big overshoots and just out of the specified 3CAD.
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Figure 20, showing the output SA when a long integration time and internal model is used to improve the step response. “Good case” perfect result.



7.1.2 Conclusions As understood when investigating the plots in this chapter that the model makes it possible to use a slow integral controller and still not suffer too much from slow response or a bad overshoot. The reason for using a slow controller is to try to avoid an increase in the cycle-to-cycle deviations. If a low step gain can be used the integrator produces an output that is not as affected by the deviations cycle to cycle. The simulations show that it using the model is possible to design the integrator using a long integration time, avoiding the difficulties with the measurement noise. But still have a fast step response as the use of the model speeds the step response up significantly. The model however is difficult to predict and in some points the accuracy is good when it in other points is not as good. Another difficulty with the internal model approach is how to decide when to use the model. In these simulations the strategy was to compare the output of the integral controller with the output of the model. When the difference was more than 3CAD the model was used. This way is not the way that actually should be used; the actual strategy would be to sense differences in the engine load or speed to decide if the model should be used. This is however difficult to implement and will not be attempted here. The overall conclusion from the simulations is that the model feedback improves the step response significantly and may well be used to improve the transient operation of the engine controller. And that an improvement of the model will increase the performance further.
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7.2 Laboratory engine test The testing of the controller in the test bed is performed incrementally. First testing the pure integral action, then testing the model equation output with fix values. And last (and most difficult) is to get the RLS part working.



7.2.1 Switching from normal SA to I feedback The first thing to examine about the integral controller is what happens when the strategy of control is switched from normal production control to integral feedback control. To make this investigation the step gain of the controller (bi = integral step gain in [2] page 44) is kept low to keep the output free from the cycle-to-cycle effect, and to have a slow and predictable response. The step gain was chosen to be 0.03 because of this value has been used in Simulink simulations as a very small integral gain. Since the gain is small it is no use to investigate neither output torque nor the MFB50% since the controller wont be able to obtain MBT within the limited data acquisition time available. The only thing examined is the SA fed to the engine and how it behaves after the integral feedback is switched on, for each cylinder. To prevent poor engine operation the state of the integrators is initialized to 32CAD BTDC. This value is chosen since it is the average value of the SA in the operation area kl=20-60% ne=1600-4800. And hence that SA should be in the area of the actual SA which means that the integrators starts on a value in the near of the desired steady state output.
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Figure 21, switching between normal map SA control and integral feedback control. Step gain is kept low to suppress noise.



As seen in Figure 21 the SA is about the same for all four cylinders when the normal map control is used, but when switched to feedback control the SA is calculated individually for all four cylinders. This means that the cylinder-to-cylinder deviation of IMEP should decrease, and hence the engine should run smother with less variation in output torque. In Figure 21 we discover that two of the controllers calculate a more advanced SA then the other two. This is the controllers controlling cylinder one and cylinder four. This is thought to be because of cylinder one and four is “row end” cylinders and should have a lower in cylinder temperature and hence needs a more advanced SA to maintain the MFB50% around 8CAD since a decrease in laminar flame speed that comes from the decrease in the in cylinder temperature. The other two cylinders on the other hand have a warmer surrounding environment since their position in the cylinder row is similar and they hence need about the same SA to maintain MFB50% @ 8CAD. This implies one of the great advantages using feedback control for each cylinder; the in cylinder environment differs significantly leading to emissions and IMEP deviation between the cylinders. If feedback control is used controlling each cylinder individually the deviation in IMEP (and hence variance in output torque) can be decreased.
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Having a more even combustion in-between the cylinders also mean that the emissions from each cylinder are about the same and can be controlled for each cylinder with less break specific emissions as a result.



7.2.2 Finding integral step gain Since the Ziegler-Nichols method does not cover a pure I controller (proba bly because a pure I almost never is used) some other method has to be used to find the best step gain of the integrator. The method selected is simply to sweep different gains and evaluate the steady state performance, regarding the transient state operation it is simple; the larger gain the better. When evaluating the different step gains the engine was run in steady state kl=30%, ne=2400rpm and different step gains between 0.3 and 1.2 was used to perform the calculation of the integral term. Different parameters were measured to be able to evaluate the performance of the controller. Only parameters from cylinder one were included. It is of course possible to include from all cylinders, but most of the parameters is measured for the engine as a unit and the rest does not differ substantially between the cylinders. These parameters are explained in Table 4 and the results are then plotted in Figure 22. The parameters are normalized to fit into the same plot. The value one means average performance, less than one means better than average, and more than one means worse than average performance. Parameter name Deviation of MFB@8CAD Variance of MFB@8CAD NOX HC CO Torque variance



Meaning Normalized absolute mean deviation from set point of MFB@8CAD Normalized variance in the value of MFB@8CAD Normalized formation of NOX Normalized formation of HC Normalized formation of CO Normalized variance of shaft torque



Table 4, the parameters taken into consideration when evaluating the integral step gain.
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Figure 22, the normalized parameters used to evaluate the performance for different integral step gains. For comparison the performance of the normal controller is also included as B i =1.5 (note that the deviation mfb@8CAD is not included since it is far from the range.



Figure 22 shows that integral controller performance is equal to the normal map used in production today. The NOx emissions is slightly worse that is depending on the set point of MFB@8CAD which increases the peak pressure compared to the normal control system and hence the NOx emissions. We also find that the variance of MFB@8CAD increases using any type of integral controller. The desire is to decrease the variation of MFB50% and the reason that feedback control increases the variance is thought to be an effect of the cycle to cycle deviation (cycle to cycle “noise”) that decrease the performance of the controller. The variance in torque on the other hand decreases if integral control is used. This is thought to be because of the decrease in cylinder-to-cylinder variation of IMEP. As seen in Figure 22 the most beneficial step gain to use seems to be 1.1, at least in this point of operation. Deciding a fix step gain is difficult and the perfect way would probably be to have some kind of self-tuning controller. The step gain to be used from here on is 1.1 since the performance is found to be best with a gain of 1.1. Some of the data is later on presented with different step gains depending on which measurements that is available. The gain has a high impact on the transient performance and the absolute mean of MFB@8CAD. But the impact on the torque variance and the emissions is less as seen above. This result is a bit surprising the expectation would be that it would be beneficial to have a low step gain to decrease the sensitivity of the cycle-to-cycle variations (the variance of Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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MFB@8CAD). But we find here that an integral controller using a higher step gain is more successful in controlling the MFB@8CAD if all parameters are taken into consideration.



7.2.3 Integral control transient operation In Figure 23 SA output fed to cylinder one from integral controllers using three different gains and the output of the normal control system is shown when performing an engine load step. We easily realize that a high step gain has the advantage that the controller responds quickly to changes in the measured signal and that an integral controller with a step gain of 0.9 almost has a response time that is as fast at the normal engine control system. The difference in response time between the normal control system and the integral controller is only about 1.7 seconds and with the selected gain of 1.1 it should be even less.



Figure 23, SA feed to cylinder one, load step kl=20-40% using different integral step gains.



But the most important thing to examine when evaluating the step response is of course MFB@8CAD. The desire is to not have any overshoot in the point of MFB@8CAD when a load or speed response occurs.
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Figure 24, MFB@8CAD cylinder 1-4 integral step response.



Figure 24 shows MFB@8CAD corresponding to Figure 23 for cylinder 1-4 when a load step is performed. From this figure we understand that even with a high step gain and a fast response in SA (only differs more than 3CAD for about 1 second on cylinder one) we get an overshoot in MFB@8CAD. If the figures is zoomed in and studied in detail it is found that when the SA is within 3CAD from the SA later obtained in steady state the error is acceptable and it does not take to long time for the controller to remove. This means that the model improves the controller performance at least in all of the cases when the model estimation is within 3CAD (in 80% of the evaluated points). Of course the higher accuracy of the model the faster and more accurate the response in SA is. The desire is to completely avoid any overshoot in MFB@8CAD. Depending on in which direction the overshoot occurs it has different undesired consequences. If the overshoot causes MFB@8CAD to be more then 0.5 it causes a higher peak pressure and for example an overshoot in NOx emissions just after the transient as seen in Figure 10, or a higher risk of knock from the overshoot also caused by the increase in peak pressure follows.
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7.2.4 MFB @ 8CAD I feedback



Figure 25, MFB@8CAD step response kl=20-40%. Normal engine control used, all four cylinders shown.



If we study the controlled variable that is MFB@8CAD we find interesting results. In Figure 25 MFB@8CAD is shown for all four cylinders when a load step is performed using the normal engine control, note that a 100 cycles moving average is used to suppress the cycle to cycle variation. Since for example the measurement of the emissions is performed for all cylinders (sensor after dummy catalyst) and there is a cylinder-to-cylinder deviation in MFB (depending on many factors) it is important to check all of the cylinders. When investigating Figure 25 it is understood that @ kl=20% cylinder two and three has about MFB25% placed @ 8CAD and cylinder one and four has about MFB40% placed @ 8CAD using normal control system. On the other hand @ kl=40% the normal control system places about MFB70% @ 8CAD for most of the cylinders causing a higher peak pressure (and should hence cause higher NO x emissions). This deviation between the cylinders is undesired since it introduces more vibrations and it also has the disadvantage that all of the cylinders has different top pressure and hence differences in NOx formation. If the cylinders could be controlled independently it would be possible to performed detailed control of the combustion position and hence the peak pressure which strongly effects for example the NOx formation. The deviation in output power between the cylinders will also decrease suppressing variations in torque. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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This means that if the MFB50% is controlled to be positioned @ 8CAD an even NOx formation can be expected between the cylinders. And if the emissions of NOx is too high in some point the set point for MBF50% can be set further away from TDC causing a lower peak pressure, and hence less NOx emissions.



Figure 26, MFB@8CAD step response kl=20-40%. Integral control used, all four cylinders shown.



If we examine Figure 26 it is found that MFB50% is kept around 8 CAD. This is maintained in all cylinders and hence the deviation in power output between the cylinders should be less. This can also be confirmed in Figure 22 if the variance of output torque is compared we discover that using any integrator step gain the variation of torque is less then using the normal engine control system.
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Figure 27, NOx emissions map and feedback control.



Figure 27 shows the NOx emissions corresponding to the load step performed here. As seen in the figure the result is as expected. In the low load the normal control system has a value of MFB@8CAD that is less than the feedback controller caus ing lower emissions. At the higher load on the other hand the normal control system has a higher value of MFB@8CAD than the feedback controller causing a higher NOx formation rate. Regarding the emissions the result is explained in 6.1.



7.2.5 Stability and variations of MFB50% using I feedback As seen in Figure 26 there seem to be a oscillation occurring in the 100 cycle sliding average of MFB@8CAD. This is not good and needs to be investigated further. One of the dangers using only I-control is the danger of a low frequency self-oscillation of the controller. To be able to draw further conclusions the MFB@8CAD of cylinder two is zoomed up closely.
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Figure 28, a close-up on the MFB@8CAD of cylinder two. Engine state is steady kl=40%, ne=2400rpm.



One major oscillation can be found in MFB@8CAD. If the cycle time of the oscillation in Figure 28 is examined closely it is found that it is short of one second. It could be the integrator being self-oscillating but it could also be something else. The principle behind ? control is that the injection time (t) is increased (or decreased) until the output of the binary ?-sensor toggles. This means that the mixture fed to the engine will oscillate around stoichiometric as described in [1] page 303. If then the details about laminar flame speed is taken into account, [1] on page 403 shows that the flame propagation speed is highly varying depending on the air/fuel ratio. This means that the laminar flame speed probably will vary with the same frequency as the frequency of the ? control. And hence the linearity between MFB50% and the SA will also vary with same frequency. This frequency of the t oscillations depends of the speed of the engine and many more parameters but a lead value (no reference can be given) should be a bit short of one second. This is about the same cycle time we see in MFB@8CAD above and hence a possible reason for the oscillations is the injection (?) control system. If the slow oscillation of the signal in Figure 29 (which is same engine state, using normal method of control) is calculated one finds that they have about the same cycle time.
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If the integral control would cause this oscillation one would not expect to find them when the normal control system is used for the control. This also implies that the ? control system introduces these oscillations.



Figure 29, a close-up on the MFB@8CAD of cylinder two. Engine state is steady kl=40%, ne=2400rpm.



To check if the ? control is the reason, t and MFB@8CAD is normalized and plotted in the same figure. Note that t is the value to use; it is tempting to use the measured A/F but the change in A/F is a bit slow since the gas has to pass through the engine (A/F sensor is located in the exhaust system) and hence the change in the value from A/F sensor will not be in phase with the change in actual in -cylinder A/F. The injection time however is immediate but not as exact since more than the injection time affects the A/F in the cylinder; for example amount of new air in the cylinder and amount of residuals in the cylinder all affects the in cylinder A/F and will hence affect the linearity between SA and MFB@8CAD.
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Figure 30, normalized MFB@8CAD and injection time (t) help lines inserted.



When examining Figure 30 it does not take much imagination to realize the correlation between the injection time and MFB@8CAD. The correlation is not perfect and there are more disturbances in MFB@8CAD that don’t seem to be caused by the changes in injection time. But almost every time when the injection time toggles a major change in MFB@8CAD in the same direction as the injection time changes occurs. The other variations is thought to be explained by variations in residual gas mass and variance in suction air mass. The laboratory engine is not equipped with measurement devices to measure neither air mass in each cylinder nor residual gas in the same so it is difficult to be able to show the effect of variance in air mass and mass of residual gas cycle to cycle which also affects the laminar flame speed (and the A/F). But it is thought to be safe to conclude that they together with the lambda oscillations are the major affecters on the cycle-to-cycle deviations and to the more slow oscillations in MFB@8CAD.



7.2.6 Testing the model The recursive least squares algorithm contains many intermediate calculations and is difficult to implement. To make sure that the algorithm is correctly implemented a equivalent Matlab script was written and then the intermediate results of the equivalent Matlab algorithm was compared with the results of the same calculations using the built
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in always correct Matlab matrix calculations mechanisms, this script is attached in Appendix E. In this way absolute correctness of the ECU algorithm could be validated. The major risk in using recursive least square with forgetting factor is the risk of growing (windup) of the P matrix and hence the online estimated parameters. The forgetting factor also has the drawback that it makes the estimation noise sensitive. This risk is pointed out in [3] page 6; the growing is related to the forgetting factor and to be able to draw conclusions different forgetting factors will be tested. The forgetting factor is introduced in order to make the adoption of the parameters faster and to enable a decay of the algorithms memory as the proc ess changes. Some different forgetting factors in the suggested range in [5] page 320 should be tested to evaluate the possibility to use the RLS algorithm for parameter estimation. If the RLS could not be used an alternative approach will be discussed. The fact that the method is sensitive to the selection of forgetting factor is a major disadvantage. Especially since the engine changes its characteristics in an undeterministic manner. Hence the optimal forgetting factor may change depending on the conditions.



7.2.7 Forgetting factor When changing the values of the forgetting factor between 0.96 to 1.0 an answer about the robustness of the RLS estimation together with the suggested model can be found. This experiment is performed using different forgetting factors in steady state.



Figure 31, RLS model SA estimation ? (forgetting factor) =1.0.
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As seen an RLS estimator that uses a forgetting factor of 1.0 is not very useful. When the parameters have converged they never readapt to a change in the process since the SA desired changes even though the ne and kl is fairly constant. And hence the forgetting factor is introduced as explained in for example [5] page 320.



Figure 32, RLS model SA estimation ? (forgetting factor) =0.99.



When the forgetting factor is changed for the largest possible (due to round of error in ECU) growing of the estimated parameters is immediately observed. Note that the largest forgetting factor means the slowest rate of forgetting. As seen in the figure the growing of the parameters makes the SA estimation noise sensitive. The rate of parameter growing depends on the forgetting factor. A low forgetting factor (high rate of forgetting) makes the gain rate of the estimated parameters faster. Even though the estimation is good in the beginning as shown in Figure 33 the value of the parameters gains and within a minute or two they are so big that the slightest noise in NE or KL causes a big spike in the estimated SA.
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Figure 33, RLS model SA estimation ? (forgetting factor) =0.96.



Figure 32 and Figure 33 together shows the great difficulty with the RLS model. Introducing a forgetting factor makes the RLS estimation algorithm unstable and sensitive to both noise and parameter windup. Windup eventually occurs regardless of the forgetting factor and eventually the estimated parameters gains so much so that the SA estimation gets extremely noise sensitive and totally useless for SA estimation.



7.2.8 Transient test of the model The intended way of using the model will be to have it to learn SA form an integral controller during a long period as said before, and then use the estimated parameters in an equation to estimate the SA for a short time. When the transient has passed the control should be switched back to the integral controller. The mechanism for switching between the controllers is not implemented so the switching will be performed manually. This is however not a problem since the switching is not a critical factor when changing between the controllers. In the figures here the learning of the RLS algorithm is stopped during the transient and switched on shortly after (the “transient flag” is manually toggled).
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Figure 34, Output of Integral control (tracks RLS in transient) and RLS estimated SA. Estimated equation parameters.



Figure 34 shows that the SA is greatly misestimated when the engine changes its state. The integrator changes hence its state to a misestimated SA. Note that there is an SA limit of 49CAD BTDC so the SA actually fed to the engine is never larger than 49CAD. This result is extremely bad and an interesting question is if it is only this point that the SA estimation equation and/or RLS algorithm performs poorly. Testes have been performed in different operation points and using different forgetting factors but the result is always the same.
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Figure 35, Output of Integral control (tracks RLS in transient) and RLS estimated SA. Estimated equation parameters.



Figure 35 shows a load transient when the RLS estimated parameters has winded up before the transient. The miss estimation is as seen extreme. It depends on the parameters windup.



7.2.9 Reasons for SA miss estimation The reason of the poor performance of the model is of great interest. Is it only the SA estimation equation that is to simple to use since it only controls engine speed and engine load? The answer for this is yes and no. The equation is too simple to model the engine. The limitation in this task was to only use maximum four RLS estimated parameters and modeling an engine using only four parameters is impossible even if the modeling is performed in a small operation area. The engine used is equipped with variable valve timing this has a great impact on the desired SA to maintain the MFB50% @ 8CAD (since the VVT setting significantly changes the flame speed).
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Figure 36, integral controlled SA (MFB50% @ 8CAD) changing valve overlap.



Figure 36 shows the integral controlled SA as a function of VVT overlap. Note that the load is constant (the load noise is bigger than the change depending on VVT) and that MFB@8CAD is about 0.5 BUT the SA changes almost 15CAD. This means that even though the engine speed and engine load is constant the SA changes significantly. When VVT is changed the model would have to fit to another SA but same engine speed and load. Figure 37 also shows a sweep but this time in cooling water temperature and again we find that the SA changes (this time because the in cylinder temperature changes and hence the flame propagation speed). And yet another degree of freedom is adde d. The temperature change is slow and should not cause any difficulty to adapt to, but the VVT change occurs almost instantly and will cause problems. This especially since it changes significantly depending on the load.
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Figure 37, integral controlled SA (MFB50% @ 8CAD) changing temperature of cooling water.



8 Results PI control The PI controller is not tested in any simulation environment since the model earlier used is to simple to show drawbacks with the PI controller (the noise sensitivity is all ready known). Some different gains will be used but an optimal gain is not researched since the reason of this investigation is not to tweak gains. To find an optimal gain a well known strategy should be used, but since this evaluation of a PI controller only is to be able to show on an alternative approach it will not be as deeply discussed or investigated as the method earlier investigated.



8.1 Switching from pure I to PI control The first thing to investigate is how the controller behaves when the strategy is switched between pure I control and PI control. The interesting variables are the SA and MFB@8CAD. The expectation is to se an increase in the variance of these two variables as a result of the noise that leeks through in the proportional part. The gain in this first test is a proportional gain of 10 and an integral step gain of 1.1 (that is K/Ti equals 1.1).
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Figure 38, SA output from I/PI controller when switching in P part, Bi =1.1 and K=10.



In Figure 38 the SA output from the controller is shown when engine is run in steady state and the proportional part of the controller is switched on. As expected the output contains high frequencies. But one should remember that this is not necessarily bad, the engine is highly time varying and to suppress the effects of changes in the combustion cycle-to-cycle the SA needs to be changed on a cycle-to-cycle basis. So the important thing to examine is how the variance and value of MFB@8CAD changes when the P part is switched on. In Figure 38 it can also be observed that the SA feed to cylinder one is about 5CAD more advanced then the SA fed to the other cylinders. This is too much to explain with different in cylinder environment, especially since cylinder four (that has a similar environment) has about the same SA that cylinder two and three. If the value of cylinder one’s MFB@8CAD is checked it is found that it is around 0.5 and the variance is normal. A likely cause to this is hence a miscalculation of MFB@8CAD probably due to a miss calibration or a malfunction of the CPS. Values from cylinder one are hence not examined in this test.
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Figure 39, MFB@8CAD when using I/PI control, P part switched on @ t=9.5s, Bi =1.1 and K=10.



Figure 39 shows MFB@8CAD when switching on the proportional part in the controller @ t=9.5s as before. The variance and absolute mean value of MFB@8CAD is calculated for the different controllers in two different cylinders individually. When this is done it is found that adding a P makes a very small changes in the steady state performance of the controller. The performance of the PI controller will however change with the P gain. If a high P gain is chosen the cycle-to-cycle deviation will probably increase even more and this is not good. This implies that some signal treatment is necessary to be able to include a P term without decreasing the performance of the controller.



8.2 PI transient operation In transient operation it is expected that the PI perform a much better control than the pure I control. The expectation is that the controller can be set so that it totally avoids overshoots in MFB@8CAD since the maximum throttle speed is limited, and hence the change in engine load (and engine speed) is limited by the throttle response. It is very difficult to detect a very small overshoot that might occur since it blends with the cycle-to-cycle deviations and it is practically impossible to know if an error in the set point comes from the cycle -to-cycle deviation or from a slow controller response. But a difference can be detected using different gains and different control methods.
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Figure 40, MFB@8CAD cylinder 4, comparison between I, PI moving average filter and PI no filter in transient operation.



Figure 40 shows MFB@8CAD in cylinder four when a load step is performed. MFB@8CAD is shown using three different controllers, I control as described in 7.2 with the step gain found optimal there (1.1). PI control treating MFB@8CAD with a five cycles moving average filter, proportional gain is 15; integral step-gain is same as for the integral controller (1.1). And finally a PI controller using proportional gain of 15 and integral step-gain of 1.1. Two things can be observed in Figure 40 one thing is that the cycle to cycle variation in the combustion seems to increase when using PI without any filtering (as shown in 8.1). The other is that an overshoot occurs using any of the described control methods. Using I control or PI control with moving average filter an overshoot was expected but not when using the PI controller. A reason for having the overshoot when using PI controller could be the high step-gain. The step-gain was because of this changed to (about) the gain used as setup gain for the PID controller code in [2] page 44 and the same step response test was performed again. (This time pure I control is not included).
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Figure 41, MFB@8CAD cylinder 4, transient response changed integral step gain.



It seems like no overshoot occurs in Figure 41 when PI control is used. A small overshoot can however be detected when the PI control is performed using a sliding average filter. To make sure that no overshoot is covered in the cycle -to-cycle deviations MFB@8CAD is treated using 100 cycles moving average and same data are presented again.
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Figure 42, moving average treated MFB@8CAD cylinder 4, PI with and without moving average.



Figure 42 shows that there occurred no overshoot in MFB@8CAD when using a lower I gain, but a steady state error that takes some time to get rid of occurred instead (limited sample time makes it impossible to show that the steady state error disappears but due to the nature of a I controller it eventually will!). This illustrates the difficulty in deciding a step gain and why a well-known strategy should be used to perform the calculation of the gain or preferably an online adoption of the gains should be performed as described in 4.3. It can also be concluded that a sliding average treatment on the measured signal decreases the performance significantly when using the same gain as the normal PI controller.



8.3 PI control in knock restricted point using AWP loop There are many difficulties with knock restricted feedback control. To be able to make feedback vehicle tests experiments was performed attempting to feedback the normal SA in the integrator ant windup loop when the ECU knock flag was raised. This however proved to be a too simple method to use at all this because of the fact that the knock flag only is raised for a very short time, causing the controller to immediately track MBT again and hence a new knock event occur.
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Figure 43, state of the integral controller note changes in integral state when the knock flag is greater than or equal than 1. These come from false or real knock changes of the SA feed back in AWP loop.



Hence to be able to control using feedback control in knock situation the knock flag has to be changed so that it stays high for a long time enabling another control system to control the SA through the integrator. And/or the MFB@8CAD set point has to be changed when a number of knock events has occurred. The best strategy would probably be to change the set point of MFB@8CAD and still use the integral control. Changing the set point will decrease the peak pressure and hence the knock risk.
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Figure 44, knock flag 1-3=low-high knock level. Manual observations confirmed that not one single knock event was present.



As seen in Figure 44 the engine knock flag is difficult to use since it has a risk of misdetection. Knock sound was manually observed during this time and the load was keep low and rev medium implying that knock is less likely. No knock events were manually observed. Similar behavior of the knock flag has been observed in many operation conditions including idle. This behavior might be explained by the fact that the knock sensor is tuned in using vehicle and that the dynamometer changes the characteristics of the engine vibrations causing the knock vibration characteristics to change.



9 Conclusions 9.1 Over all Many observations have been made during this investigation, and it is difficult to show and describe them all in a good way. Although the task here was to evaluate ways of conducting SA control many phenomena’s has been observed as work progressed. The main overall conclusion that can be made from the experience gained as work progressed is that the SA control alone cannot make a significant improvement on the engine.
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The reason is that the SA and the VVT are parameters that together affect the engine efficiency and emissions. Controlling the SA for a fix set point will not be the ideal way to go, and no SA control system can be developed neglecting the impact from the VVT. The most important conclusion is that the illusive “MBT” point is not a SA setting; it is a combined setting of the VVT and SA that maximizes the ether brake torque or break efficiency. These settings cannot be found off-line since the optimal settings changes with operation conditions. The correct way would be to select a VVT setting and then calculate which SA setting that should be used to maximize the output torque with this particular VVT setting. The VVT setting can be selected for MBT or MBF or as a tradeoff between any of the two and/or emissions. The correct SA that should be used to obtain MBT with the selected VVT setting can then be calculated. Only in this way can the actual MBT point be found and the engine can be controlled for maximum brake torque regardless of operating condition, working environment, product deviation and aging. Note the MBF term that is discussed in 6.3. To be able to perform this control cylinder pressure is an absolute key measurement and it will be the key for the future engine control.



9.2 Manual engine calibration versus feedback control 9.2.1 Engine calibration The increasing complexity of the engine will soon make the situation impossible for the engine-calibrating people, and as the number of parameters that shall be tuned increases, the calibration people’s ability to find the optimal point will decrease. During this investigation data has been very deeply investigated in some points. A conclusio n would be that the engine-calibrating people have made an excellent work. In many of the points they have found the optima or been very close to it. This is the combined effort of many skilled workmen’s hard work for many man-hours. But still if the slightest change of the engine system or working environment is performed their work will be in vain. Changing for example the exhaust system to a aftermarket system or a change in engine temperature or intake temperature (for example in wintertime) will totally change the optimal engine settings and the calibration will no longer be optimal since it is performed in room temperature during normal operation conditions with a standard engine system (SA is however compensated for intake temperature). New engines are equipped with VVT both on intake and exhaust valves, soon the engines will feature variable valve lift, they will maybe be equipped with two sparkplugs or with turbo. Each new control feature will increase the calibration time significantly. Soon the situation will be impossible with tens of thousands of calibration points and a vast amount of variables to include in the tradeoff when a new engine is developed. When the cylinder pressure is known the complete characteristics of the combustion is known in real time, and calculations and control can be performed using feedback control methods with very high accuracy cylinder-specific. Eliminating the calibration process, adding possibility to adapt to changes in the engine system.
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Ultimately this will decrease the fuel consumption decrease the emissions decrease the vibrations and noise of the engine and increase the lifetime of the catalyst and engine. The quality of the complete engine system will simply increase.



9.2.2 Comparison It is unfair to just compare the emissions and efficiency of a feedback SA control with fix set point to the normal control system that is calibrated using VVT and SA. The feedback SA control cannot compete on equal permits especially not when a fix MFB@8CAD set point is used. The reason for this is: • • • •



The fix set point used will in most cases not be the actual MBT. MBT is a combined setting of VVT and SA. The engine calibration process searches both. When the engine operates at MBT the emissions will sometimes increase regardless if it is feedback controlled or controlled according to map. MBT is the point of maximum torque, not of minimum break emissions. The engine normal control system is calibrated for the best tradeoff between emissions and break torque.



It should be noted that a condition can easily be found where the feedback control will perform significantly better than the normal control system.



9.3 Internal model control The conclusion to draw from the internal model control scheme used here would be that another method of modeling the engine should be used instead of the RLS, that is if the internal model control method should be used. A suggestion would be to use a neural network and input parameters like VVT setting, intake temperature, engine speed, and engine load. The output would suitably be SA. The inputs to the neural net should be treated by some kind of filter to remove the cycle-tocycle variations.



9.3.1 Conclusions about integral control laboratory engine test The overall conclusion that can be drawn from the test controlling the SA using integral control cylinder to cylinder is that an integral controller could be used as a simple method for SA control in steady state engine operation, but in its purest form it is to slow to perform actual SA control. An integral controller is able to perform a acceptable steady state control even though the controlled variable is highly affected by “noise” that is impossible to fully predict. In transient operation however the pure integral controller is too slow to perform SA control with suf ficient accuracy. The bad transient performance results in an overshoot in emissions and might also increase the risk of knock after for example a step from low to high load (if the SA response is slow a SA that is over-advanced might be feed to the engine). Therefore some method to speed up the response in transient operation is needed. This might be possible to provide using a feed forward design in transient operation and the integrator only in steady state. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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A big difficulty in using pure integral controller is the difficulty in deciding integral time and gain using proven methods. It would be desirable to construct some kind of selftuning loop that performs the decision of the optimal integral time and gain on-line. Another weak point of the integral controller is the tendency of self-oscillation. Even though such tendencies not have been observed in tests so far the risk cannot be neglected and this may be a strong argument for avoiding pure integral control. It can also be concluded that for example the injection control system has an impact on the laminar flame speed and hence the desired SA to maintain MBT. A possible method that suppresses the impact of the injection control might be to feed forward the injection time and compensate the SA for sudden changes that occurs in the amount of injected fuel. Prediction methods used for predicting the actual in cylinder air mass using cylinder pressure, cylinder to cylinder, cycle to cycle as currently is under development can also be very useful in feed forward designs to suppress the cycle -to-cycle variation. Ether of the feed forward methods or simultaneous use will suppress the deviation in the combustion due to changes in A/F ratio.



9.3.2 Conclusions about internal model It seems like the chosen model is far to simple to use, the next question would be; if the model equation is changed can the RLS estimation method be used then? This question is of course difficult to answer without testing a more complex equation BUT the answer would probably be; no the RLS estimator cannot be used for engine modeling. When testing the RLS in only one operation point windup tendency is immediately showed, even though it only should adapt the parameters to one single point this even using the highest possible forgetting factor (lowest possible forgetting rate). The noise and complexity of the engine is simply too large to use the RLS algorithm with forgetting factor, and it would probably not be able to avoid windup even if an extensive and complex SA estimation equation was used. The conclusion to draw from this test is that the RLS algorithm is not suitable for use for engine modeling. The dangers of windup and noise sensitivity that are attached with the forgetting factor and the difficulty of selecting an appropriate forgetting factor make the RLS algorithm unsuitable and unreliable. The accuracy will also be a cause to problem. The specified accuracy for the model is to small, 3CAD causes an overshoot in MFB@8CAD and it would be possible to construct a controller that performs a significantly better result without having to use the model. To actually have a fairly accurate useful estimation 100% of the estimated SA would need to be within 2CAD. And to avoid overshoots in MFB@8CAD most of the estimations would need to be within 1CAD. If the model fails to predict most of the SA within 1CAD it would be of no use. This can be validated in Figure 23 where the fastest integral controller is within 3CAD of MBT within 1.5s. And an integral controller with a higher step gain would be even faster. However the corresponding overshoot shown in Figure 24 lingers for almost 5 seconds. This means that in order for the model to be really useful it has to predict within 1CAD in almost every case.
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9.4 PI control PI control might well be used for SA control in a normal Otto engine but there are some difficulties to solve to be able to do this. • •



Get rid of the impact of the cycle-to-cycle variations in the measured signal by using for example a digital filter with a low phase distortion. Develop a method to calculate and update the PI parameters “on-line”.



To cancel the impact of the cycle-to-cycle variations on the measured signal some sort of low pass filter may be used. It is necessary that the filter have a low phase distortion since a high phase delay can’t be accepted. A phase delay would introduce a slow controller response and hence poor transient and steady state performance. A PI controller is a well-known controller an extensive theory regarding automatic tuning schemes and other tweaks can be found and deployed on an SA controller. The PI controller is also a robust and simple method, which is beneficial when controlling such a process as the internal combustion in a SI engine. The conclusion from this brief experiment would be that a correctly tuned PI controller would be able to perform SA control even in transient state of the engine. But some signal process algorithm must be deployed to cancel the cycle-to-cycle variation. The knock and idle restricted operation points would need special treatment for example a set point change. A feed forward compensation of undeterministic changes in A/F ratio could also be included suppressing the impact of A/F changes cycle-to-cycle.



9.5 Conclusion about general feedback control operation variables From this study of data and the experiments with feedback SA control conclusions about which method that probably would be a powerful way to perform the optimization of the engine control. The issues are many and a good control system can probably not be developed if the VVT and SA is not considered at the same time, since the VVT setting have a strong impact on the MBT SA position.



9.5.1 Issues with knock control The knock control is a difficult matter. And to be able to accurately measure knock information from the CPS has to be specially treated in very high speed. This mechanism is not present in the laboratory setup and hence the normal knock detection system using a g-sensor has to be used. This method has the drawback that the accuracy of knock detection is bad; a main reason for this is piston shatter. This fact makes it difficult to evaluate any good method of knock handling since the miss detection of knock would cause erroneous changes in SA causing a decrease in thermal efficiency due to “false causes”.



9.5.2 Knock control concept Before the possibility to accurately detect knock exists it will be very difficult to evaluate a good knock-restricted feedback control strategy. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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A possible solution using the old system would be considering the intensity of “knock events” from the normal knock detection system and with draw MFB@8CAD set point when threshold intensity is reached. This method is however not to recommend since it is possible that the piston shatter is higher than the maximum knock intensity that can be accepted and again the importance of CPS control is shown. Because of piston shatter the normal control system will retard the SA causing a thermal efficiency that is lower than necessary when piston shatter occurs. The bets way of knock handling when feedback SA control is used would probably be to withdraw the set point of MFB@8CAD when knock is detected (preferably using CPS) as shown in 6.2. Withdraw of MFB50% will cause a decreased peak pressure and hence less danger of knock. Different strategies can then be used to try to advance the set point of MFB@8CAD again to avoid a longer than necessary operation in non-MBT point after knock events. A simple but not very intelligent method would be the obvious method used as standard today to just wait a fix time and then try to advance the set point again until knock occurs. A more intelligent way would however be to detect changes in engine state that affects the knock process. The most powerful change to detect is thought to be a change in the peak pressure in the cylinder and a change in engine speed/load (change in cylinder air mass). Changes in other variables might also indicate changed knock circumstances. Such variables are for example intake air temperature, changes in VVT setting (which has a strong impact on knock) in cylinder peak pressure and so on.



9.6 VVT impact on MBT and MBE The VVT can as discussed before be controlled in two different ways, either for MBT or for MBE. The desire will change depending on the type of the engine. The desired placement of MFB50% to optimize the efficiency given a VVT setting is a difficult topic. The set point of MFB50% to maintain MBT (note that each VVT setting has a specific MBT MFB50% placement) will change, and change not only according to VVT setting. Either the VVT is set for MBT, for MBE or as a compromise, the MFB50% to maintain MBT is given by the VVT setting and will change. An algorithm for estimation of the same is needed to actually control the SA for MBT. If such an algorithm could be found it will be possible to change the MFB50% (or MFB@8CAD) set point for the SA controller and the MFB50% that actually maintains MBT will be used as set point for the SA controller. If such an estimation equation not are used the SA will only control for a average set point that will be a not MBT placement of MFB50% in some operation points.



9.6.1 Changes in MBT MFB50% and calculation of the same The optimal SA for maintaining MBT varies as understood depending on the flame speed in the cylinder. The flame speed in turn is affected by many parameters, but the most important would be the VVT setting (which controls the amount of residual gas). It is of course a desire to
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calculate the position of MFB50% that maintains MBT, and then to control the SA to maintain this MFB50% set point. As described earlier the VVT setting will be changed to optimize efficiency of the engine (to maximize the product between thermal efficiency and the gas exchange efficiency) the flame speed and hence MBT SA will depend on this change. The indicated work performed by the engine can be calculated as in Equation 6. W = ∫ pdV Equation 6, indicated work of SI engine.



The indicated work is the circular integral over the complete cycle (two revolutions), which means that it includes the pump losses. The pump losses can however not be affected by the SA, they are controlled by the VVT and should hence not be included in the MBT SA estimation. If we exclude the pump losses we get: IMEPg =



1 Vd



540



∫ pdV



180



Equation 7, indicated mean gross pressure (180-540 [CAD] and means the compression and expansion stroke).



Which is the work performed by the combustion process without the loss of changing gas. This means that if the heat is released so that the IMEP g is maximized we operate the engine in MBT. Basically as much as possible of the heatrelease should be fitted in a volume as small as possible. The SA can control the position of the heatrelease trace relative to the volume change of the combustion chamber and can hence optimize IMEP g. The current heat release trace can be on-line estimated by using for example the Wiebe function page 768 [1]. It should be possible to find an algorithm that optimizes the position of the Wiebe function relative the current combustion chamber volume in a manner so that the IMEP g is maximized. We can hence calculate the position of MFB50% to maintain MBT and a SA controller can control the SA for MBT when as the VVT changes for minimum pump loss.



9.7 Concept view of future engine control system Here a suggestion of how to perform the engine control is presented. It is basically as discussed earlier with a VVT control part for maximum efficiency, a part for estimating optimal controller parameters including MBT MFB50% set point and a feed forward term for high-speed SA compensation depending on the cycle -to-cycle variations.
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Figure 45, a concept multivariable control scheme.



The “master part” would be the part that controls the VVT setting. This controller should be designed to ether find the optimal tradeoff between the PMEP (pump loss) and the loss in efficiency that comes from the slower combustion due to much residual gas (control for maximum break efficiency). Or it should be set to maximize the volumetric efficiency (depending on if high torque or high efficiency is the desire). A controller on-line should perform this optimization of the VVT setting. Then the “slave part” which is the SA controller will calculate the optimal MFB50% location to maintain MBT. It will also perform an on-line tradeoff between emissions and break torque by monitoring things like in cylinder peak pressure. To suppress the cycle -to-cycle deviation the SA that is calculated by the “slave SA controller” will be compensated by a feed forward term. This feed forward term is decided by an estimation of the actual in-cylinder A/F ratio cycle-to-cycle. The air mass can be estimated using CPS, the air mass actually in the cylinder can be accurately calculated after IVC but before spark. The injection durance is known from the A/F control system and hence an accurate estimation of the actual A/F currently in the cylinder can be calculated before spark and used for SA compensation cycle-to-cycle. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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Appendix A Matlab scripts for data collection



Here the script used to calculate the different data maps used for lookup in the Simulink model. The scripts are shown to enable the reader to check the correctness in the data treatment. Many different points is of interest and some data was calculated that never was used, or that was briefly examined and found not important for the Simulink engine model or the SA estimation function. Note that the script used to load the different files is very specific for the file system and is hence not shown. A 1 description of the collected data



Data P4.Aop P4.P_Pim P4.MFB_Q50 P4.MFB_PVk50



P4.Pex P4.Ga P4.Tex P4.Tin



Description The SA actually fed to the engine. May be retarded by knock events. [CAD BTDC] Cylinder pressure relative intake pressure. [kPa] Time when 50% of the heat is released. Calculated as in [1] equation 9.27 neglecting heat transfer and crevice losses. [CAD] Time when 50% of the heat is released according method used in Toyota ECU, not taken account for here. This value is used as control variable in the actual code. [CAD] Exhaust manifold pressure. [kPa] Intake airflow [g/s] Gas temperature exhaust manifold. [C°] Intake air temperature port cylinder four. [C°] Table 5, data name in strict and meaning.



Table 5 shows the names of the data contained in a data struct and the meaning of the data. This data was then treated using an .m script. This script loaded the files in order and treated them in order to put together a data map used for the Simulink lookup tables. The data was also used to evaluate the different suggestions of an SA estimation function. A 2 .m script used to calculate the different values used for Simulink lookup



%DataHandlerOldTest % Boundles the data for FileLoader, the data % is the appended to output of FileLoader. %Imports global variables to be able to collect engine speed and load kappa=1.36; newVal=[]; global load; global rev; global map; global Basic;
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%NB the P4.Vvt data is CORUPT DO NOT USE IN CALCULATIONS eval('chPe')%Correcting CP offset rpm=rev(a); SA=mean(mean(P4.Aop)); vvt=map.vvt(load/10-1,a); meanP270=(mean(P4.P_Pim(270,:))*10^6); MFB50=mean(P4.MFB_Q50); MFB50PVk=mean(P4.MFB_PVk50); maxdQdS=mean(P4.aPmax);%320+find(mean(P4.dQ_dS(320:720,:),2)==max(mean(P4. dQ_dS(320:720,:),2))); Tc90=((((mean(P4.P_Pim(270,:))*10^6).*Basic.V270)./(load.*Basic.Mckonst))./Basic.R) ; CPexmean=mean(mean(P4.P_Pim(695:720,:)))*10^6;%5 (25) sample mean value before TDC (exhaust stroke) this avoids noise fron EVC CPintmean=mean(mean(P4.P_Pim(155:180,:)))*10^6;%5 (25) sample mean value before BDC (intake stroke) to avoid noise Pex360=mean(P4.Pex(360))*10^3; varMFB50=var(P4.MFB_Q50); varMFB50PVk=var(P4.MFB_PVk50); varP270=var(P4.P_Pim(270,:)*10^6); varCPex=var(var(P4.P_Pim(695:720,:)*10^6)); Pr1=mean(P4.P_Pim(round(240-vvt),:)*10^6);%CP @ IVC Pr2=mean(mean(P4.P_Pim(560:700,:)*10^6)); Pr3=mean(P4.P_Pim(4,:)*10^6);%CP @ EVC Pr4=mean(mean(P4.P_Pim(20:160,:)*10^6)); CA10=find(cumsum(P4.dQ_dS(240-round(vvt):720),2)>sum(P4.dQ_dS(240round(vvt):720),2)); Ma=(mean(mean(P4.Ga))*(10^-3)*(60/rpm)*(236/360))/4; %Air mass estimation functions point=round((4+vvt/8)*5); Pextemp=mean(P4.Pex(point,:).*10^3); Pimtemp=mean(P4.Pim(point,:).*10^3); Textemp=mean(P4.Tex(point,:))+273.15; Fi=sqrt((2*kappa/(kappa -1)) *( (Pimtemp/Pextemp)^(2/kappa) (Pimtemp/Pextemp)^(kappa+1/kappa) )); Me=func_alpha(round(vvt),rpm)*(Pextemp/sqrt(Basic.Ro*Textemp))*Fi*Basic.c;%(Bas _Inf.V(evc)/(Ro*Textemp))*Pextemp %end air mass estimation totdQdS=sum(mean(P4.dQ_dS(340:390,:))); Tex410=mean(P4.Tex(410)); Tint=mean(mean(P4.Tin)); %Compose new value vector Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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newVal=[rpm load SA vvt meanP270 MFB50 MFB50PVk maxdQdS Tc90 ... CPexmean CPintmean Pex360 varMFB50 varMFB50PVk varP270 ... varCPex Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Pr4 CA10(1) Ma Me totdQdS Tex410 Tint]; %Insert newVal vector in output of FileLoader (put together the map). y=[y;newVal];
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Appendix B Technical data Toyota 2AZ-FE (as written in [4])



Toyota is accelerating hard on its "core" engine update. Significantly, these engines share the second character "Z," beginning with the type -ZZ that was first adopted in the U.S. Corolla and more recently in the revived mid-engine sports car MR-S. It was followed by the NZ-family propelling various small vehicles, including the Echo sedan. The Z-gen engine for Toyota's mid-size cars and vehicles is the all-new type-2AZ-FE, making its first appearance in the second-generation Estima minivan (the first-generation Estima was the Previa). The 2.4-L 2AZ will power the next-generation Camry replacement as the base engine and other future mid-size vehicles. The 2AZ-FE incorporates many features of Toyota's dual-overhead-camshaft, four -valves-per-cylinder engines, including the slant-squish combustion chamber, offset cylinder and crank centers, and the VVT-i continuously variable intake valve timing system. The aluminum engine measures 626-mm (25-in) long, 608-mm (24-in) wide, and 681-mm (27-in) tall. The 2AZ-FE obtains a total displacement of 2362 cm3 with 88.5-mm (3.5-in) bore and 96.0-mm (3.8-in) stroke. The cylinder block is now an open-deck, midi-skirt die -cast aluminum type with cast-in iron liners and a die-cast aluminum lower crankcase and a stamped oil pan. The forged steel crankshaft is fully balanced with eight counterweights and supported by five main bearings. A helical gear pressed in No. 3 counterweight drives twin contra-rotating balance shafts in the shaft housing within the lower crankcase. The balance shaft geartrain includes plastic Nos. 1 and 3 drive gears, meshing with steel gears. The dual overhead camshafts are driven by a single -stage roller chain of 8.0-mm (0.3-in) pitch, enabling a narrow included valve angle of 27.5°. The camshafts act on four valves per cylinder via bucket tappets. As in the recent Toyota engine practice, no clearance adjusting shim is employed. Valve diameters are 34.0 mm (1.3 in) for intake and 29.5 mm (1.2 in) for exhaust, with 8.0-mm (0.3-in) lift for both intake and exhaust. The four-vane VVT-i device is fitted on the intake camshaft, altering timing by 50°. Fuel is injec ted sequentially via an ultra-fine atomization injector with twelve small injection holes, each 0.18 mm (0.01 in) in diameter. As in the smaller NZ engine, the new AZ adopts a plastic, built-up, and vibration-welded intake manifold integrating a large volume plenum chamber (3.5-L (214 in3) volume including a 1.3-L (79 in3) resonator). Twin three-way catalytic converters, each with a 0.84-L (51 in3) volume, are mounted immediately downstream of the stainless tubular exhaust manifold. The front exhaust pipe, collecting from the catalysts, has a separator in the pipe that reduces exhaust gas interference and improves low - and mid-speed torque. The type 2AZ-FE engine that powers the Estima minivan is rated at 118 kW (160 hp) at 5600 rpm and 221 N•m (163 lb•ft) at 4000 rpm on a 9.6:1 compression ratio, requiring regular-grade, unleaded gasoline. A smaller version of this engine, the type -1AZ 2.0-L unit, powers the recently updated RAV4 light SUV. The Japanese version of this engine, designated 1AZ-FSE, features the fuel-efficient "D4" direct-injection head. Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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Appendix C Data fitting M-scripts C 1 Description



This part of appendix shows the Matlab script file used to calculate the engine model SA estimation results. The leas square estimate is used to find the solution to each over determined system. That is the solution is based on all data points in the dataset. A better way might be to exclude some points to be used for testing, but since the number of points is so small the result should be roughly the same even if this was done. C 2 Matlab M-script



%loads the data struct put together from raw engine data, in this case no %knock data load('C:\MSCWork\TestData\EngineDataNoKnockMAP.mat'); [n,m] =size(map.sa); N=n*m; %Convert the data matrixes to row vectors, normalize the row vectors. SA=reshape(map.sa,N,1); PE=reshape(map.CPexmean,N,1);PE=PE/mean(PE); P270=reshape(map.meanP270,N,1);P270/mean(P270); TC=reshape(map.Tc270,N,1);TC=TC/mean(TC); TI=r eshape(map.Tint,N,1);TI=TI/mean(TI); MF=reshape(map.MFB50,N,1)-368;MF=MF/mean(MF); P4=reshape(map.P4,N,1)-368;P4=P4/mean(P4); PI=reshape(map.CPinmean,N,1);PI=PI/mean(PI); NE=reshape(map.nrev,N,1);NE/mean(NE); KL=reshape(map.nload,N,1);KL/mean(KL); %performs the soulution of the parameters for the diffrent equations, uses %the LLS method ("\") then displays the accuracy %1. KL+NE+1 disp('KL+NE'); X=[KL,NE,ones(N)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100]



%2. KL+NE+KL*NE+1 disp('KL+NE+KL*NE+1'); Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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X=[KL,NE,KL.*NE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %3. KL+NE+PE+1 disp('KL+NE+PE+1'); X=[KL,NE,PE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %4. KL+NE+KL*NE+PE+1 disp('KL+NE+KL*NE+PE+1'); X=[KL,NE,KL.*NE,PE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %5. KL+NE+TC+1 disp('KL+NE+TC+1'); X=[KL,NE,TC,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %6. KL+NE+KL*NE+TC+1 disp('KL+NE+KL*NE+TC+1'); X=[KL,NE,KL.*NE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %7. KL+NE+TC+PE+1 disp('KL+NE+TC+PE+1'); X=[KL,NE,TC,PE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100] %8. KL+NE+KL*NE+TC+PE+1 disp('KL+NE+KL*NE+TC+PE+1'); X=[KL,NE,KL.*NE,TC,PE,ones(N,1)]; TH=X\SA; Y=X*TH; E=SA-Y; disp(' '); disp(' maxError variance accError quoBel3deg quoBel2deg quoBel1deg'); [max(abs(E)) var(E) sum(abs(E)) (length(find(abs(E) < 3))/length(E))*100 ... (length(find(abs(E) < 2))/length(E))*100 (length(find(abs(E) < 1))/length(E))*100]
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Appendix D Simulink evaluation -model description



The Simulink model of the internal model controller is shown here for a reference. D 1 Controller overview



This is the inside of the control block used for controlling the engine model. It contains the RLS estimator (ARX_LSE) the calibration of the output SA using the equation (Cal_SA) the feedback selector for the I-controller (Signal selection) and the I-contr oller (I). The unit delay elements are introduced to break algebraic loops. Signals feed to the controller is SA from engine (including knock retard) (EAOP), engine speed and load (ene, ekl), engine data (Ed) and the feedback of MFB@8CAD (frac_rate). An external trigger triggers the block.
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D 2 Integral controller



The integral controller looks as expected with an I-gain and the anti windup loop with corresponding gain. D 3 ARX_LSE



The inside of the RLS estimator block with the external feedback of the necessary parameters. The code in the Matlab function block performed the RLS estimation. Matlab RLS estimator code: function y = rls(u) ram = 0.95;%Forgettness factor (lambda) globals;%Import global parameters used for calculation NE = u(1)/center_NE;%weights theengine speed KL = u(2)/center_KL;%weights the enigne load TC = u(7)/center_TC; PE = u(5)/center_PE; s = u(8);%Y(t) (=SA from PID) Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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th_old = reshape(u(9:12),4,1);%theta(t -1) P_old = reshape(u(13:28),4,4);%P(t-1) fi_new = [NE;KL;KL.*NE;1]; % P(t) P_new = reshape((P_old - P_old *fi_new*fi_new'*P_old /(ram+fi_new'*P_old *fi_new))/ram,16,1); % theta(t) th_new = reshape(th_old + (P_old *fi_new/(ram+fi_new'*P_old *fi_new))*(s fi_new'*th_old),4,1); %Sets the new outputs y(1:4) =th_new; y(5:20) = P_new; D 4 the rest



The Cal_Sa block only contains a Matlab function, which performs the calculation of the estimated SA. This function is supplied with the theta vector and the desired engine parameters. The Signal selector only calculates the difference between the integral output and the estimated SA, if the difference exceeds 3CAD the feedback signal to the I -controller anti windup protection loop is changed to the output of the model.
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Appendix E Debug script used to validate C RLS algorithm E 1Description



This Matlab m file was used to debug the C RLS algorithm. Debugging on actual ECU is a very difficult issue, and hence this script was produced. The script contains algorithms that are equivalent with the actual C algorithms. The intermediate steps in the RLS algorithm is computed both with the algorithms and with the built in Matlab matrix algebra functions. In this way the intermediate results could be compared and some bugs could be found. E 2 Matlab .m code



%%%%%%%%%%Debug M script%%%%%%%%%%% % This .m file is equivalent with the produced C code and is used to debug the C algorithms. % Each step in the calculation is perfor med both with the normal Matlab matrix calculation % mechanisms and the C equivalent algorithms. When the intermediate results is compared the % correctness of the C code can be validated %%%%%%%%%%Inizialation of values%%%%%%%%%%%%% NE=2000 KL=40 r=4; pOld=r.*eye(4) thetaOld=[1;2;3;4]; Fi=[NE/100;KL/1;NE*KL/(100);1] lambda=0.95; stateI=32; %%%%%%%%%%%Calculate K%%%%%%%%%%%%% %/*Calculate Fit*pOld (1x4 * 4x4=1x4)*/ for a=1:4 tempsum=0; for b=1:4 tempsum=tempsum+Fi(b)*pOld(a,b); end Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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FitpOld(a)=tempsum; end FitpOld%Calculated Fi'*pOld%Correct %/*Calculate Fit*pOld*Fi (1x4 * 4x1=1x1)*/ FitpOldFi=0; for a=1:4 FitpOldFi=FitpOldFi+FitpOld(a)*Fi(a); end FitpOldFi%Calculated Fi'*pOld*Fi%Correct %/*Calculate K=pOld*Fi*1/(lambda+Fit*pOld*Fi) (4x4 * 4x1 * 1x1=4x1)*/ K=[]; for a=1:4 tempsum=0; for b=1:4 tempsum=tempsum+pOld(a,b)*Fi(b); end K(a)=tempsum*(1/(lambda+FitpOldFi)); end K=K'%Calculated pOld*Fi*inv(lambda+Fi'*pOld*Fi)%Correct K-pOld*Fi*in v(lambda+Fi'*pOld*Fi)%To check if same %/*********************Calculate theta(t)*********************/ %/*Calculate Fit*thetaOld (1x4 * 4x1=1x1) (used in integrator reset and to update RLS)*/ FitthetaOld=0; for a=1:4 FitthetaOld=FitthetaOld+Fi(a)*thetaOld(a); end FitthetaOld%Calculated Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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Fi'*thetaOld %/*Calculate new Theta store in global theta=thetaOld+K*(SA-Fit*thetaOld) (4x1=4x1 + 4x1 * 1x1)*/ tt=thetaOld for a=1:4 thetaOld(a)=thetaOld(a)+K(a)*(stateI-FitthetaOld); end thetaOld%Calculated tt+K*(stateI-Fi'*tt)%Correct thetaOld-(tt+K*(stateI-Fi'*tt))%To check if same %/**************************Calculate P(t)***************************/ %/*Calculate K*Fit (4x1 * 1x4=4x4)*/ for a=1:4 for b=1:4 KFit(a,b)=K(a)*Fi(b); end end disp('K*Fit') KFit%Calculated K*Fi'%correct KFit-K*Fi'%To check if same %/*Calculate KFit=(I-K*Fit) (4x4 - 4x4=4x4)*/ for a=1:4 for b=1:4 if a==b KFit(a,b)=1-KFit(a,b); else KFit(a,b)=-KFit(a,b); end end end disp('I-K*Fit') KFit%Calculated Feedback spark advance control in Otto engine Masters thesis, Carl Wilhelmsson
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eye(4)-K*Fi' abs(KFit)-abs(eye(4) -K*Fi')%To check if same %/*Calculate P(t)=(I-K*Fit)*pOld/lambda (4x4 * 4x4=4x4)*/ for a=1:4 for b=1:4 tempsum=0; for c=1:4 tempsum=tempsum+KFit(a,c)*pOld(c,b); end TempP(a,b)=tempsum; end end disp('calculate intermediet matrix TempP=(KFit-eye(4)-K*Fit)*pOld') TempP%Calculated TempP -(eye(4)-K*Fi')*pOld%correct %/*Update the state of the P matrix pOld=((I-K*Fit)*pOld)/lambda*/ tt=pOld; for a=1:4 for b=1:4 pOld(a,b)=TempP(a,b)/lambda; end end disp('calculate pOld') pOld pOld-(eye(4)-K*Fi')*tt/lambda%To check if same
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